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IITEODUGTIGI

;:o o = I’m always? always trying to interpret 
Life, in terms of lives,, never just lives in 
terms of character =, I'm always acutely conscious 
of the Eoree "behind— (Pate, God, our• "biological 
past creating our present, whatever one calls it-—

' Mystery certainly)—-and of the one eternal tragedy 
of Man in hisv'glorious, self-destructive struggle 
to make, the Force express him instead of being, as 

' an animal is, an infinitesimal incident in its 
f ; expressidn.o And my proud conviction is that this 
r: ' is the only subject worth writing about and -that

it is possible— or can be--to develop a tragic 
■ expression in terms of transfigured modern values 
and symbols in the theatre which may to some degree. 
bring home to members of the modern audience their 
ennobling identity with the tragic figures oh the 
stage0 • , -

Eugene 0’He ill is considered by many critics, such
as Joseph Wood Krutch, to be one of the greatest tragic
'dramatistŝ  of this century» OtWsill indeed considered
himself as a tragic writer, which, is evident by his above
words, even patterning his Mourning Becomes Blectra play ;
after the ancierit Greek trilogy, Oresteia by Aeschylus.
All his plays are concerned with the serious subject of
the struggle of Man with; his destiny| some are classified
as philosophical.plays and,others as tragedies. Ah,
Wilderness I is the only .exception, .for it is light and

'- humorous, with :a happy'ending. ; :
It is my purpose in this study to determine which

of 0 gHeill’s plays are tragedies according to Aristotle’s
definition, and how closely his modern plays fulfill the
requirements .of Aristotle’ s ideal model. The problems

1 Arthur Eobso'n Quinn, - A History of the American 
Drama-prom'the Civil War to the present Day^ II (Hew York, 
TgWTT" p. 1 C.9. h ,



involved are to establish the possibility of a classic 
tragedy today, to define the classic tragedy for modern, 
heage, and :to- examine the plays Of O'yeill as tragedies.
1 haye ■ dhosenv the fpllowlng' as: olassie tragedies s Desire 
Under the Elms, Mourning,'Becomes Bleotra, The Iceman 
Cometh9 and A . Totieh of the poetd. These plays come nearest 
to the ideal models, whereas 0 »tie 111“s other plays do not 
have all the necessary elements.of an Aristotelian tragedy*

T'or the definition of the classic tragedy, I am 
going back to Aristotle's poetics9 which is translated in 
Butcher5s Aristotle;s Theory of poetry and line Art*̂  
Aristotle is not infallible, nor are we to take his sugges
tions as iron rules* The Greek text found was written 
1300 years after his death, leaving many parts out and 
referring to . examples that are now lost* lo one will ever • 
be able to say what Aristotle meant exactly by catharsis,*
He was interpreted for.centuries as prescribing the unity 
of time and place, ;when he was only describing what the 
dramatists were doing* Hence, we must interpret his 
principles and apply them to today’s use with wisdom and 
at the same time reoognise the basio premises which apply .
10 man at all times■, whioh. Aristotie perceived so’ well0 
As John Gassner suggested in his introduction to Butcher *s 
book,^ the fundatoentals 'of Aristotle's poetics would have 
been written sometime even if Anistotle had not existed,
"• for - the# are basic to literature * Therefore the funda
mentals of the poetics will be my guide for examining1 
0 1Heill’s plays as tragedieso.

2 So Ho Butcher , Aristotle * s Theory of Poetry 
and : Pine Art (Hew York, 1951’) ° , l" ir ; _

3 Ibid*, p. Ixviiio " '



nevertheless^ basic as Aristotle}s premises are, 
some critics have questioned whether a classic 'tragedy 
such as, he describes can be written in this modern age1 
This was the serious doubt of Joseph Wood Krutch in a 
chapter called The Tragic Fallacy," in The Modern Tern- : 
per0̂  His'thesis was that the basis of a tragedy is the, 
meaning and justification of the universe given by some- 
- thing greater than man standing behind him and making him 
important6 for the ancient Greeks, this.greater,thing 
was the godsg to iphegenia and Antigone, the gods were 
a reality of greater importance than life itself. Even 
after. Copernicus removed the illusion that our world 
was the center of the universe, the Elizabethans still 
had nature and God behind man, and man was still regal, 
with great human dignity. The universe had absolute 
moral and ethical,valuesi nothing could defy the awful ' 
justice of the universe.

Today, however, the picture has,changed immensely, 
according to Krutch and many of his Contemporaries1 Hot 
only have we lost the prestige of being at the' center of 
the universe, but have discovered that our world in the 
universe is comparable to a speck of dust in all the at
mosphere of the earth, parwin transformed us from the 
image of god to a cousin of the ape; Marx and Freud • 
transformed us from free thinking individuals to objects 
whose thinking, opinions, desires,, and actions are almost 
entirely determined by economic, psychological, and socio
logical, factors. There are no longer any absolute values 
for us to be guided by| even God is only a conjuration 
to fill an emotional need,.' ' This, Krutch declared, removed 
man's freedom, which is necessary for a tragedy and the 
dignity of mans ■ ■

; _ ■ 4 Joseph Wood Krutch,'The Modern Temper (Hew
•York, 1929), p= 79. „

' : ■■■■■ . iii : ' ■•■■■■ ' : '



: •; - '.H iien:'d6,-terminism, payohQIbgigal, or- economic, ' :
has deprived man of even a limited power • of self. ' :: '•:: - 
determination and at•the same.time■deni 
validity , of any.: of the ethical hasis to which he 
may he attached, then man has ceased to have:-digiiity» .

. The ages of Aeschylus and- Shakespeare . seemed, to he
' chappy , vOj?timistId ;tiines of' indiyiduallsm, ' democratic- free- ■
. .dprn., land ..re'̂  is /much disagreement as to

' whether Iwe -have /individualism, withour trend . toward , col- .
. lectiv.ism and the gradual loss of. 'democracyo '. The heroes ■
of the . age of . Pericles - and Blizaheth ' were -kings and 1

• noblemen,.for a man of high standing has a greater fall;
0 -in a tragedy|. as. f or our heroes of today> ;,krutch. points . loo
.:. to Ibsen ’ s' Ghosts as an example of 'the common, despicable : " .
::.'V "heroestoo we ah. to feel anything' but despairc I- An. .1 ;• " .1;

- Oedipus of today lwould c, upon discovery of his •incest ,: . '. ■. •
instead of digging his. eyes . out, merely explain that: he : 1 ;
wash’t .to blame because he was ignorant of the facts, and'' 
would prObably be amused by such a freak accident« In : 1 ,
addition, Erutch{noted-.that 'tOe form of-'- the tragedies of

:. the Greeks and Elizabethans was close to the model which
1 Arfsfotie . sugges ted:y- and f he. dramas were - written in poetic 

and exalted, .languageo. Today’s tra,gic writers do not. con-
- s i d er...; the:: Ar i s t pf ell an mo de 1 very much, and they use; ■.

' : common and colorless language* . ' v '' 1 . ' - v;, ' I ' ' '
- •' ' . let this, dismal picture was challenged by Mark ' v.:
Harris . and. several other So He says that science, rather y' ‘
than lowering man, heightens himi . . . : r : ■. '!:.f ■ : :: k

0 . . Where science and democracy has. humbled 'and .
leveled the personality of the human individual, -
the rise Of psychology ahd 

' the absolute singularity of each human beingo And . '
If the 'implications, of determinism, have threatened 

' Opy ..yt free; will,, they have also, reinf orced the merely :

0 "- - ' 5 Joseph Wood Krutch, Modernism in Modern Drama



overt aspects of personality with the menace and fury 
of the mind’s half hidden inheritance0«o «It would 
seem to he sheer perversity and insularity which 

• keep us from contemplating with wonder/ admiration 
and ever ̂-renewed courage, the full-length story of 
man9 whidh modern knowledge is lahoriously seeking 
out9 despite the jealousy of time and change0 ■For 
each discovery that strips us of our illusionswe 

- are compensated.by the gifts of understanding and 
manipulative powero ' ■ . . ; , • ; - '

In his answer to. Krutchg Harris scorns the pessimist as
' ;foolishg • , • -

The contemporary pessimist luxuriously laments 
the new vision which sees us alone in a remote cor
ner of an impersonal universe from which every trace 
of supernaturalism has departed= But his dirge is 
largely for the sake of his own cherished values 9 .. .

. which have so cruelly vanished 9 rather than f or the 
race, at large«,

The common hero/ he adds9.is representative of equalitar- 
ianism replacing aristocratic individua1ism= Rather than 

■ supernatural ruley we■have biological determinism and 
psychologyo -The- pattern of a tragedy does not have to be 
reconciliation through human strength, but it can be a. 
tragedy of the ffreconcilable, such as Ghosts0

Rrutch himself modified his views in his Modernism’ 
in,Modern Drama 9 written twenty-four years later0 ■ He ' ■ 
is reconciled to certain, changes as necessary in today8s 
dramaS, such as the hero and language being commono yet 
he insists on the traditional tragic form and some prin- •

■; ciple as a basis for man9s life, which he finds in Max™ ' 
.well Anderson and 08ITeillo. Anderson insists on some . 
ethical standards9 and 05Weill on some kind of religion. 
They are revolting■ against, modernism (drama whi.ch, is ' .

.: instructive9 propaganda/ of the relation of man to man),

': 6 Mark Harris, The Case for Tragedy (Wew Yopk,
1932),9 po 16'3o ; .

' ; ■ .- 7 Ibid. ; p„ 163& .' : " ■ ' .
y



insisting on tHe traditional fora of tragedy/ and choos
ing as their theme man’s desire to "be noble, yrutch said. 
He sees in ihderson and O’Zeill’s response to the spec
tacle of human life in their dramas a faith in, as well 
as respect for, the human spirit. Still clinging to 
‘ the idea that itian needs something bigger than himself to 
support him, grutch says the heroes of The Hairy' Ape and 
Besire Under the Elms are true tragic heroes because 
"they are men of heroic stature determined to find in the 
universe something heside themselves to which they can 
belong and he loyaloM- Jn contrast to his thesis of the 
tragic fallacy in his earlier Modern Temper, he adds,
’'that tragedy exists is proof that man is a creature• ■ ■ ', \ ■ : ■ ■: ' ■ - ■ . q- capahle' of dignity and significanceo v ,

? ' ’ It is :‘belieyed' hy, many contemporaries today that '
.hecause - of the very f act that: we have lost God and. Hature 
as personal, concerned entities 9 and Man as an image of 
G-od, we should admire our heroes all. the more for their V 
courage to fight for their relative values and principleŝ , 
to sacrifice for their-common fellow humans, and to face 
defiantly whatever fate may await thefflo "Man is s till in
many essential respects as helpless and as frustrated as* ■ ■ . in ■ ■he was in (Jreek Givilizationo , Man has the same basic
hopes, fears, desires, and conflicts as early Man had,
and he still has to contend with death*

Tragedy is, then, possible today* Instead of 
having a god behind man; to make him important,- we have 
science, making man important| instead of having absolute

8 Krutch,,Modernism, p* 118*-
9 Ibid*', p* 117* . :

10* G-eorge Coffman, "Tragedy and the Sense of 
the Tragic, " Sewanee. Review, L ( Jan* -Mar* 1942), 32*

: : 1 - ,, , 7;VSf ' If/vi;/;';.,.''.



Talues to live iDy-j we have personal Tallies? such as 
Anderson8s Insistence on ethical standards| instead of 
having a royal hero, we have our fellow man with courage 
and the dignity of being a man ("to be a man is a terrible. 
privilege, but a privilege nevertheless" ) ; instead; of 
using embellished, poetic language,.we have the colloquial 
language of the common people* Tragedy is concerned with 

. man, and man has not changed= .
' . There is still a great deal of faith in modern
man, common as he is, and his courage commands respect=

• He is limited by his environment and heredity," yet re
mains free in thought and feelingo Man is 1.

otothe one animal with a power of-conscious 
choice9 capable of aspiring to truth, beauty, good
ness, and holiness, and by the same token prone to 
ugly; error and' evil, capable of a folly and' brutal
ity unknown to the brute world; the one animal who 

. . . ' can say he is the; measure of all things, and remain 
the.prey of all things, always a mystery to himself; 
and the one animal who knows he must die0 Then.say 

• , that" his heroic spirit is a mere whistling in the
dark, yet the fact remains that he does whistle, .g 
and sometimes eyen overcomes, his. fear of the dark,

• 11 Joseph Krutch, "0fWeill1s Tragic Sense,"
American Scholar, X7I 10° 3 (July 1947), 289°

12 Herbert Muller, The Spirit of Tragedy 
(lew York, 1956)., ,p0 '23° . : :

'.';V ' ' • .. ■■ ' « ' • • '■' '■ . . ■ • .. JIX.,-,. :  ̂; v



. lo TH1 IBHHITlbW-OFvTBAGBDY
The. Aristotelian Tragedy

Tragedy is an imitation of an action that is 
serious, complete, and of a certain magnitude; in 
language embellished with each kind of artistic 
ornament9 the several kinds being found in separate 
parts of the play; in the form of action, not of 
narrative; through pity and fear effecting the -j* 
proper catharsis,' or purgation, of these emotions0

We will begin with ah examination of Aristotle’s 
definition of the classic tragedy= “Tragedy is an imita
tion’1 g Aristotle8 s imitation does not.mean merely copy- 
.ing something without creative freedom, but imitating 
things as they ought to be; that is, as the normal world 
and people typically acta Wor is it symbolic representa
tion* It is a creative act g: the poet must seize the . 
universal (typical) and reproduce it. in simple and sen
suous form* To Aristotle, imitation is the essence of a 
tragedy* \ ; .t. * .

The imitation is of an action* This action is 
outward and̂  inward both-— that is, physical and mental* .
It is everything that expresses the mental life and 
personality of the characters, the activity of the charac
ter’s soul* This action is serious, never ludicrous or . 
trivial* The plot is complete with beginning, middle, 
and end, and the whole action is large enough for us to 
see the details and small enough to see the whole* The 
embellishments of the language are verse and song, used 
by the ancient Greeks* The tragedy is acted on stage*

13 Butcher * p* 23*
• 1



2
The reaction of the audience> is an integral part 

of a tragedy, for the function is to cause the emotions 
of pity and fear which result in: a.pleasure-giving cathar- 
; sis o'- The actual catharsis is supposed to he a "purging" 
of the emotions«, ' Sere Aristotle was prohahly repudiating 
Plato8s:view that emotions weaken'men; Aristotle believed 
that an audience is purged of emotions and gains pleasure 

. by watching a tragedy« : ' Another reason f or the pleasure, 
of the audience is the aesthetic gratification in viewing 
a tragedy from a distance, knowing it is not realo It V 
must be remembered that Aristotle was thinking not only of
■ an. ideal tragedy and hero, but also of an ideal audience0 
This does not mean a superhuman audience, but one that is 
very human, sensitive, and mature<, These spectators would 
appreciate not the sensationalism or■ sentimentalism of 
Hollywood, but rather a tragedy which deals with the heart 
and mindo They would not take a theological view of the 
tragedy, rewarding the sufferer with heaven, nor would 
they-take a sadistic, view, enjoying the suffering of the 
heroo Rather, they would achieve an empathy with the 
hero and pity him for suffering more than he deserves, and 
fear.for themselves because he is so much like themselves0
: Thus: pity and fear are interdependent and are necessarily
.both felt by. the audiericeo

The'definition does not mention the hero, because 
action includes the mental and physical activity of the
■ heros . '

Again, Tragedy is the imitation of an action; 
and an action implies personal agents, who neces
sarily possess certain distinctive qualities both 
of character and thought; for it is by these that 
we qualify actions themselves, and these— thought 
and. character^— are. the two natural causes from 
which actions spring, and on actions again all 
success or failure depends0 Hence, the Plot is



3
; v' the imitation of the actionfor by plot % here ; '
. - meah^ the arrangeis^ht:: of the.: ±hoidert s„ ' ; •: V;. '
plot, is the mgoulf|- of the t.ragedy because a ■ play could 
pot exist without a plot; the plot contains the. meaning9 ■
and also the discovery9 reversal, and cathartic effect 
of the' play<> Aristotle said that"a tragedy is "an imita
tion, not' of men, but of action and; of. lif e o .

■ . plot,.then, was/most important toa tragedy; yhe
other elements of a' tragedy in their order of importance', 
were character,: thpught^' hiction,' melody, and spectacle^ ’• 
The: dictibn is. the metrieal arrangement of words, the 
melody the musical part of the drama, and the spectacle ' 
included costume andiseenery6 " ’ : .f;,' - ■

The ideal plpt of a :tragedy consists - in the 
reversal)- discoveryahdln^ffefings The reversal occurs 
when what the hero intends results' in the opposite of his . 
wishee,- and the discovery is a change from ignorance to 
knowledge, love to hateor happiness to despair« Finally 
there is the suffering of the hero0 : Each step must be 

, an inevitable, result of the preceding-incidents,. accord^ ;
ing to Aristotle »s rule,of unity of .action,: as Butcher.

- explains • . . .. . ■ '
The artistic unity, of ploto <.0reveals the law 

of human destiny,' the, causes and effects of suffer
ing o - ■ The' incidents which-thrill us, are intensified in their effect, when to the shock of .surprise is 

, 1 added the discovery that each thing as it has haP" :-
,' pened could not be otherwise0 0 0 0 There is a-,gombina-

': tion of the inevitable and the unexpected^
There is also what Butcher halls poetic truth, 7

which means' that probable impossibilities are much better
than improbable possibilities; the.incidents may be even

14 Butcher, po.25o
15 Jbid° , p» 27/6 - .
16 pbido., pp. 266-267o



impossible in factj but mnst be highly probable because 
of the characters and preceding eventso Reason rules 
even in the presence of; supernatural phenomenao "Poetic 
truth passes the bounds of realityj but it does: not. 
wantonly violate the:laws which make the real world 
rational* ' . ; • .

■Aristotle preferred a man of high stature as a 
hero so that his fall would be greater= He cannot be 
too virtuous howeverj or his fall will merely shock us; 
he cannot be too depraved9 or there will be no pity; he 
must be good but with human weaknesses like ourselves*
His goodness 9 however9 is of a heroic nature, which is 
quite distinct from plain, unaspiring virtue* He is 
very human and feels his passions and suffering intensely 
He cannot be passive, but must have vital and spontaneous 
force to mould circumstances and move obstacles* The 
flaw (hamartia) may be an error in judgment, a shortcom
ing, or even ignorance* Oedipus, though he was ignorant 
of his incest, nevertheless suffered upon the discovery 
of ito This irony is often present; the hero thinks he 
is.doing right when' he is really bringing his fall* ^In 
the scheme of the universe a wholly unconscious error' 
violates the law of perfection! it disturbs the moral 
order of the world* <,>. So fob in tragedy those are doomed 
who innocently err no less than those Who sin consciously

The fall is often death, but not always° Some
times it is a breaking-down process which is more tor
tuous , such as that of Oedipus and Macbeth* For us to 
witness Macbeth’s moral deterioration is more painful 
than the sight of his death* However, whatever the end

17 Ibid*, p* 184o
18 Ibid*, p* 321*



5
is, it must be an -Mteviiabi^ irresistible
forces of fate and character from the "beginning of the
• tragedy. ■ ' ' ‘ ' ' • \  " . . ' ’

Aristotle also talks about 'the, universal' element 
of a tragedyo "Fine art eliminates what is transient ' C

' and particular and:reveals the permanent and essential 
features," Tragic art' gives high valuation to man as " 
a species and as an individual; itexhibits his capacity 
. for greatness and nobility of mind, ' , : v f- -

. ' b,v : The :Modern Classic Tragedy _ \ /

, ; . Basicallytragedy has not changed, because it is
still concerned with man. and his [destlhy; superficially, 
it?has changed;immensely. Tragedy;is still an imitation—  
that is, ..a typical, ordered,, logical' story? it is serious, 
complete, and of. a certain ’magnitude? the language is :;Vv- 
.less embellished, bht is more suitable to the people of 
the story? it is still an action, not narrative> and we f
feel pity and fear at the spectacle of man's struggle with 
the inner and outer f orces. Most of .'the classic tragedies 
follow Aristotlets suggested plot ontline and type of' v
hero. Obviously, and as pointed out in the introduction, ,
we have changed in our cosmic view and social structure? . .
• but fundamentally we have not:changed, for the nature of yi 
man remains; the same, ■ :i-:; ■’ ; r; '• v v/'h
/ , : Fundamentally the concept of tragedy ' t oday is the .

;■ same as Aristotle's, We 'know.that any catastrophe is not 
a tragedy? a.newspaper report of an unforttmate death is 
riot a tragedy, for we do not know the causes and effects, 
nor do we-know the involved person-as sufferirig greatly 
and;.triumphing spiritually in spite of his fall. An auto > 
accident which kills people Ori the way to a safety rally

19 ;. Ibid, p. 150,.



is - ironic5 but not tragic0 Bdith Hamilton told of a
little girl ■ in;, ancient Rome leing led to the gallows
along with her convicted father, crying because she did

' not know what shed id wrong or .why they must suffer death
This.is pathos, but not tragedy for she has mo tragic
. flaw9 hor is there universal meaning in her grief<,

■ There is always outward defeat from indestructible
forcess but inward victory for the tragic hero* There is
pain and waste, but no despair? for tragedy ends happily
in a positive faith ip lifeo ,To ■Edith Hamilton? it is
"nothing less than pain transmuted into exaltation by , . pithe alchemy of poetry=" The ultimate source of tragedy
is the simple fact; that man must die|:it is a painful 
mysteryVthat is . never , explainedo . . . ... ;

The ■ tragic .form in- its moresuperficial aspects 
has admittedly altered since the time of Aeschylus0 fdr. 
one thing? the structure of it is still basically a , 
reversal? discovery? and suffering? but the dimension? 
complexity? and the understanding of human motivations 
have grown tremendously* Hence we have many more cause 
and effect relationships? more background and development 
. and more complications and consequendeso Upon comparison 
one would find that a whole Greek play would be only the 
crisis in a modern play!’

Aristotle judged the plot as most important qf 
the elements of a tragedy0 It appears that there- is a 
great discrepancy between his emphasis on plot? and the 

,. modern theater' s emphasis on character*; Today we have ; 
"plotless" short stories and novels ? and drama of psycho-

...' 20 Edith Hamilton? "The Idea of Tragedy?" Rorum,
edo Go Kiefer and.I* Muir (Hew York? 1956)? p 0 214o

21 Ibido ? p.* 2110



logical analysis (0 ’Heill9s Strange Interlude)9 discussion 
'"(.Shaw9s Man and Superman) 9 and mood (Strindberg's The 
Father); Maeterlinck even condemns action as barbaric<>■ 2pBut if we return to Aristotle9s words, we find that 
action springs from thought and character, and" is either 
menta,! ' or physicalo Hence we can still concede that 
action is the soul of a tragedyo The action comes from 
the inner drives and motives of the character directed 
against himself, others, or the environment0 Karen Hor-' p ̂ney in her neurosis and Human Growth points out how 
many people destroy themselves because of conflicting 
forces within themselves0 Macbeth5s ambition was defeated 
not only by outside forces, but also by his own loyalty 
and conscienceo Aristotle would.'not think, of action with
out characters either, and he realized as well as we 
that tragedy centers on man0

Aristotldis hero who is good but with weaknesses 
like ourselves is still preferred today. This hero is 
distinguished from the general common man by an intensity 
of passion and ability to suffer6 He throws himself into 
life and is not ,afraid to face it.. He is.f strongly-indi
vidualistic— -a symbol of strength, revolt, and spiritual 
resiliencyo He is alone; and in his aloneness and endurance 
of his calamity is his universality and oneness with 
humanity t, : - ; ' -

The tragic flaw is still much the same, but we 
are aware of psychological and sociological motivations 
today. The flaw may be self-hatred$, an Oedipus "complex, 
a perversion of some kind, or,any other type of neurosis;

22 See page 2, .
.23' Karen Horney, neurosis and Human' Growth 

(Hew York, 1950), pp, 150, 154, ~ ..
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or it may ‘be a social ill of materialism, competition, 
and the general lack of a soulo fhis materialism was 
.Marco’s case in Marco Millions0 Marco "became a Babbitt 
without any sensitivity or awareness, because of material-' '■ . ■ ' , pA . : .ism,- Ao 0o Bradley notes that the hero often has a 
fatal tendency to identify his whole being with one 
interest^ object, or habit of mind6 In most cases his 
tragic error is accompanied with- a full conviction of 
right| in a few, it is not. As mentioned above, many .. 
times he is 'torn within himself by conflicting desires| 
however, the fall is caused by a combination of forces 
from within and withoutc

. The fate that pursues our hero to his destruction 
has changed in its guiseo It has changed from the gods 
of Greece, to the absolute moral order of England, to 
today’s, social order, or inequality of classes, or an 
inherited trait, eto o' Many time s the agent is bound by 
•lawss ' moral principles, customs, natural laws, or 
even self-imposed, restraints* Combined with fate is the 
agent’s own free willo The only free will that■Oedipus 
had was in choosing to blind himself? everything else was 
destined by the gods. Today (and in the Elizabethan age), 
however much the environmental. and hereditary forces 
envelope' the agent, there is an element of free choice#
It was Lear’s.free choice to give his daughters power : 
and to■reject Oerdeliao Lavinia in Mourning .Becomes . 
ijectra planned her actions' all theway through, although 
she was influenced by .certain psychological motives,

,The agent’s fall was usually death, preceded often 
by a gradual deterioration of charactero Death hovered 
in the background throughout the play and. finally ended

24 AcC° Bradley, Shakespearean Tragedy (Few York,
1908), Po 26c . " '



■ the agent’s. suffering* ' But today the agent often goes 
On living with his past sins 5 it is a t̂ragedy- of ̂ the 
irreconcilable and there is, no death to- savev.him*:: . in ' • 
To S0 Eliot's; The 0ocktail'BartY,, the Ohamberiaynes ' '
:̂ must: maKe; the bdBt1 0^. â bad .gobn and go on with their . 
s tor lie' matr iage o. , For Mio in Vinters et, death was the ; . 
only endMade inevitable by the preceding stream of 
events WLidh 'were begun by himselfo v ■ ■ v . ,x
. . : yStnce Aristotle’s day? the' emphasis of the

cathartic^effect has changed'from the aronsing of pity 
and fear./'to a feeling of exaltation.,/ of spiritual triumph 
There is still fear because it can happen to us? and 
'there is pity for the seemingly unnecessary waste? as 
©scar .‘Wilde said ̂ /’'lisfortuhes on© /oan e.ndurei--they ‘
, come from- outside 9 ' they are accepted * But t o', suffer fon 
one ’ S' own faults— -ah! ̂ -there is the sting .of life a "
Though there.is waste> we find that through the hero’s 
self^consuming crisis/is brought' Out a,strength of 

- character' which tie never before realizedo There is also 
brought; out a- new sense of awareness9 perspective, and . 
reality, called a spiritual awakening or regeneration* .'/■ ■' 
Added:to this is a transcendence of the self, as Herbert 
Muller suggeSted4,-'/;nTtî htragic perception;iinay bsla r ' ' 
clearer awareness that we at once fenOw and do not know . 
and cannot know the whole meaning of the tragic fate; in 
any event we 'somehow accept this f a t e * T h u s  Mio 
through the discovery of love has a spiritual/awakening, 
/and accepts; his fate with a''new/ nObility Of mind* This

:" ' 2$ Eight' G-reat Tragedies, ed* Barnet, Berman,. 
and Buntb ::(h©w York, 1957), p* 10* . ,/ ././ ' ■' / . /
... " 26/;' Herbert ,Muller, The Spirit of Tragedy (lew ’ :
York, 19561, p* 19*g/
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does not- mean that there was no spiritual, awalfcening1 in 
the ©reek plays, but we,are more aware of it today. 
Maxwell -indehson3s belief is9 "The essence of tragedy 
or a serious play is the spiritual awakening or regen
eration of the hero.

For the audience there is also an exaltation. 
From the tragedy it gets a sense of basic reality,, a 

• spectacle,of man grappling with life; tragedy is an 
expression of man8s basic search for God or meaning of 
life0 It also teaches % the tragic spirit :.

oo.lifts us above self pity and reconciles us 
• to Suffering and showing that evil is a necessary 
part of the intelligible and just order of our 

• experience, o oIt saves us from the pitfalls of
' utopianism or fatalism...and most important it

teaches us that the men are united in the kinship. 
. ’ of- a common fate? that all are destined tppsuffer 

and enjoy? each according to his capacity.' '

27 Maxwell. AndersonThe Essence of Iragedy 
(Washington D. G.9 1939)? p. 10.

; 28., Henry A. Myers ? Tragedyi A View of life
(Hew York; 1956), p. 158.



II,; -O 'EilLI ’S PHILOSOPHY' AND KBIHODS IH DRAMA

08,He ill8 s Phil os ophy of Drama and Tragedy

Bugene 0’Heill believed the greatest purpose in 
writing is to search for meaning in life. He was con
cerned with the .’’greater thing behind man” which Krutch 
considers the root of tragedy, ”1 am not interested in 
plays which are merely about the relation of man to man,
I am interested in nothing except the relation of manOQ ' •to God,” O’Weill said. In explaining his play Dynamo,
0*Neill reveals his deepest subjects The playwright
today must\ ; :

,,,dig at the roots of the sickness of today 
as I feel it— the death of the old God and the 
■ failure of science and materialism'.to give any 
satisfactory new.' pne for the surviving primitive .

■ religious instinct to find a meaning for life in,
; and to,comfort its fears of death with. It seems
, : ■ to me that anyone trying to do big Work nowadays

must have this big subject behind all the little 
subjects of his plays or novels, or he is simply . 
scribbling around on the surface of things and ,0 
has no:more real sta.tus than a parlor entertainer,

He considered any writing of political, economic,'physi- . 
cal, or .social conditions as only transitory; but the 
mystery of fate is 1 universal and timeless,

O’Heill found that the best means of communicating 
this religious instinct for meaning in life is through 
a picture of the struggle - of man with his destiny— tragedy. 
It is a theme of man’s agonizing loneliness, his failure

29 Krutch, Modernism, p, 118,
30 Clark, p, 120,
i.v y- ' u ; . ' :
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to /coimnuriioalbe love9 Ms- struggle with his subconscious*

Many people ? however,' have criticized his plays
because they seem sordid, depressing, pessimistic* One
critic tabulated and conciuded that O’ Heill has.in his
plays a total of twelve.. Burdens, eight suicides, twenty-
three other deaths, and seven insane personst In an
interview by 'Malcoin 'Molihh in ' 1922» O’He ill answered these
criticisms g : '

.Bure I’ll'write about happiness if I can happen 
to meet up with the luxury, and find it sufficiently 

.. dramatic and in harmony with any deep rhythm in 
•life6' But happiness is a word* What does it 
mean? Exaltation? an intensified feeling of the 
significant worth of man’s being and becoming?
'Well, if it means that— and not a mere smirking 
contentment with one8 s lot— I know there is more 
of it in one real fra.gedy than in all the happy- 
ending plays, ever written * It's mere present- 
day judgment-to think of tragedy as unhappy« The 
Greeks and the Elizabethans knew better* They 
felt the tremendous lift to it* it roused them 
spiritually to a deeper understanding of life*
Through it they found release from the petty 
considerations of everyday"existence* They saw :

. their lives ennobled by it* A work of art is 
a,lways happyi' all else is :urhappy* * * * I don81 love 
life because it’s pretty* prettiness is only 
cloth#8-deep* 'Xiam a truer' lover than that* I ' 
love it naked* There is beauty to me even in its- Ugliness*31 •\:: :/:'V " ; ; :iv, ;
' O’Heill understood the exaltation one. experiences 

on seeing a great tragedy on stage* Because the hero 
has a spiritual victory, the endihg is happy* dark 
feels that G’Heill is an optimist, not a pessimists

• O’Heilloo«envisages the tragedy of futility, 
the heartbreaking failure of man under the pres
sures of inexplicable forces, yet triumphing not 
in spite of but because of the obstacles that 
seem to be, but are not really, tragic in a con
ventional and material sense * It is for this

51 Clark, pp*. 96-97 =>



'reason that I Have always cons idered O!Heitl at 
• *' "■hptt̂ pit an optimist„ a ■ yeasayero He never leaves <

us feeling that life is not worth livingo -If he 
were a pes8imist as he is often said to. be, in the 

. : first plaeS: he- would not have gone to the trouble . 
v- ; :' of; pfove the .futility of existence» Oon-
• sider the endings of his 'plays ; are these not '■ 

usually pointed with the expression of hope, eyen 
a "hopeless hope"?,.«: • ■

0’Weill, it will be recalled, was "acutely con
scious of the Force .behind^ He tried 'to show in all 
his' plays/ the impelling,;inscrutable forces behind. the: 
things' that happen in life0;:V;;Whether' this ' was fate, God 
biological past -he: d id .not know, but did believe in this 
mystery,. fhis :coneept of fate is especially apparent- in̂  
Anna Christie and long Day’s Journey Into Wight, where 
Anna.and Mary remark on-it. Anna says, "We’re'all poor , 
nuts, and things happen, and we:yust get mixed in wrong,' ■, va - - ' ' ■ ; \ : . ■: 'u ' :.that ’ s allo " . Musing over her. life .with James,. Mary says
"Hone. of us can help the things 'life has done to us,
They’re done before .you-realize itand once they’re done
they make you do other things until at,last.everything
comes .between, you and what you ’ d; like to beand, you’vev
lost your true self f o r e v e r , 0’Weill once said; "Our
destinies-are ruled.by.the incidental, the accidental,
the fated," Fate,.which used to be the gods in ancient
Greece, is often the subconscious mind t o d a y - "Modern
audiences, says 0 ’ Wei-ll, have, no general religious basis A

.32 vGlark,;

.34 'i, OJWeill, The flays .'of'.Btigene -0’Weill, Vol, 
-111 (lew York, 1946), p, 65, ; V : :':p ; .
:. . ; ; . 35 H, 0 ’ Weill, Long Hay'»s Journey into Wight .
(Wew Haveh, 1956), p. - 61, ' - -

, 36 Croswell .Bowen, The Curse of the Misbegotten 
(Hew York, 1959), p» xi, ' v ' ■ I ' , ! . >
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. n.o common fund of tradition to which they may refer the 
greatest problems with which we are all concerned0 The 
closest modern equivalent is our yet-infant science of 
psychology^ fate/ says 0;,leill ,, is'what happens to human '■557 ■ V .beings because of what they are*.."

Yet O’heill has been.criticized, by Clark for 
example, for overusing Preud, especially in his play, 
Mourning Becomes Electra. 'He seems to depend heavily on 
psychology in many other plays too, such as Strange Inter
lude and The Great Cod Brown0 As in the case of Balzac,
Dostoevski, and Flaubert, it was his own understanding 
of human nature, not reading psychology which guided him?

0 60 0 After all, every human complication of 
love and hate- in my trilogy is as old. as literature 
000 o X think I know enough about men and women to 
have written. Mourning Becomes Blectra almost exactly 
as it is if I Had never heard"' of '35?eud or Jungo 
Authors were psychologists, you know, ahd profound 
ones before psychology,was invented^ And t am no 
deep student-bf- psychoanalysis« . As far as I can 
remember, Of all the books written by Freud, Jung, 
etCo, I have read only fouro»6

Another criticism was that O'8Feill’s characters 
are so common; or worse, they are so neurotic and abnormal 
that they seem lower than average and less than typical => 
There is the ape-like Yank of The ..Hairy Ape, wreak Robert 
of Beyond the Horizon, and a great many street-walkers 
and drunken bums, especially in The Iceman Comethe lever- 
theless each one of these characters is searching -f or 
meaning, suffering greatly in the turmoils of his own 
weaknesses, complexes, and illusions» Sometimes he is 
a symbol, as Yank is, of the person who discovers that 
he doesn't "belong," is out of •joint with the worlds

37 Clark, pp. 136-137b
38 Ibid., p. 136c



more often he dramatizes an ahstract idea-o Beuben of 
Dynamo tries to make the machine take the place of God;
Dion in fhe (̂ feat god Brown is the sensitive creative 
artist who has no place in the materialistic worlds 
Winther saysg

It is the very fact that they are tortured hy 
"soul-destroying powers which they cannot understand" 
that makes them the embodiment of man’s struggle 
against an unfriendly universe9 that gives them 
universality, that arouses, tragic pity, and makes 
us understand more cdearly than we eveSqunderstood :. before just what it means ' to be humahh . ''v

Doris Balk further supports O’leill by saying that although
the struggles of O’Neill’s characters are of a neurotic
nature9 his agents have the same dignity and universality

Aftas those who struggle.against outside forces0
In conclusion, 0 ’Neill’s purpose in drama, was to 

express his concern with the search of man for god and a 
meaning in life* Because of this serious purpose, his. 
tragedies end with a deeper happiness and significance, 
and his heroes have greater dignity and nobility, than 
any comedy could offero

In order to write real tragedies with great 
heroes, O’Neill used certain techniques which he Alt 
were necessary, and themes or flaws which he felt are 
most common in modern man,; i;

Techniques and Themes Used by O'Neill
0 5Neill offered several innovations in technique 

by experimenting with his early dramas,, Because he was 
. mainly concerned with the subconscious motivations (his 
modern fate), and with dramatizing abstract impressions

59. Bophus.Wihther, Eugene.O'Neill. A Critical ' 
Study (New TOrk, 19 54) V p ° 11* :

40 Doris Falk,, Eugene 0.9 Neill and the Tragic 
Tension (New Brunswick, 1958), pV: 13bV g



atid: emo11 onshe found mere dialogue too limiting on the 
stage* %h order to transcend these limitations9 he 
returned to the masks and chorus of the Greeks, the 
soliloquy and; aside of Shakespeare, and even added a 
dduhle for an actor to show the two sides of, a :maho •

’ • ' ' The first time he used' masks! w&s -in his ancient ' 
Mariner (1924), which never gained much'recognition nor 
was produced* h© used a Congo mask in ill god is Ohiliun 
Got. Ifings. as a. symbol, ■ but' it .was not worn ;by an actor|.: 
in The Fountain, a ■ .mask' was used as. Death* The Great god 
Brown used the masks, the most fully, as the main charac
ters wore 'them to represent their two selves* Lazarus 
Laughsd! and 'Marco MiiliohS. both used masks' for the 
chorus* m  Lazarusthey are double life-size and typify 
the various types and ages of humanity* The chorus was 
used in Lazarus and Mourning Becomes plectra*, Only in 
; Days lithout tSnd did O' we ill use' two. • actors tore pres ent 
the two sides of one person* '

The soliloquies and asides were used in strange • 
Interlude (’1928) to reveal the subconscious attitudes, 
spohen;as internal monologues between ordinary dialogue* 
Since, this drama is almost entirely’ a study of character, 
it .was necessary f or .the audience to know the characters 
intimately. .. . m . 'v .

when Q)'ye ill wrote Mourning Becomes Elecira in 
1931, he did not use ahy of the■above techniques*; instead 
he states in the stage directions' that.Lavinia and;Orin : 
:have''!bome;-io. r esemble 't parents,- a more stfiking ..:
and' dramatic "symbolism than the use of masks would have 
achieved. ' : ,
' : v :. since O'TfoiHis a serious student, of life, his p
works' 'are all serious, pi will, first outline the general 
themes and motifs apparent in his dramas;before 1 examine 
each ; of his ma jor plays as . possible classic tragedies.
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One theme that 0*Heill develops often is that of 

the necessity of an ■illusion or a dream0 It is the dream 
of what a man can h e that keeps him struggling^ Instead 
of heing satisfied With himself, he aspires to being greater 
sometimes he really believes that he is his ideal self, 
and ,in hating his real self his illusions become necessary 
■to face, life® This leads to his iragedyo In a letter, 
O'heill stated:

The point is that life in itself is nothing. It 
is the dream that keeps us fighting, willing— living! 
Achievement in the narrow- sense of possession is a . 
stale finaleo The dreams that .can be completely 

' realized are not worth dreaming= The higher the 
dream, the more impossible it is to realize it 
fully» But you would not say, since this is true,

: that we should dream only of easily attained idealsi
A man wills his own defeat when he pursues the un
attainable <, But his struggle is his success! He 
is an example of the spiritual significance.which 
life attains when it aims high enough, when the 
individual fights all the hostile forces within and 
without himself to achieve a future of nobler values0.

Such a figure is necessarily tragic* • But to me 
he is not depressing; he/is exhilarating! He may be 
a failure in bur materialistic senseo , His treasures 
are in other kingdoms0 Yet isn't he the most inspir
ing of all successes? If a person is to get the 
meaning of life he must learn to like the facts abot 
himself— ugly as they seem to his sentimental vanity— , 
before he can lay hold on the^truth behind the facts; 
and the truth is never ugly!

Robert in Beyond the Horizon lives on the dream of beauty
found over the horizon; Reuben believes that a machine
can be his god in Dynamo. In Inna Christie <, Chris is
under the illusion that the "ole davil sea" causes all.
his misfortunes, and Mat has a romantic illusion of Anna=
In Strange Interlude, Professor Leeds is a "fugitive from

40 Mary Mullet, "The Extraordinary Story of 
Eugene O'Heill," Amerlean■Magazine,■ XCIY (Ho v s1922),p0118a
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.reality9 n Hina ruins her chanees f or happiness; by her 
illusions of cordon9 and Charlie can never face reality. 
Every character in The iceman Cometh is livitig on illusions« 
When Con Melody in A Touch of the poet is disillusioned, 
he is eomhlstely beaten? ; ' >''' , . < '

‘ inother theme often present1 is Puritanism, a ': 
destructive element often contrasted against paganism, 
as in The Great god Brown, 0» will 9: "brought up with" 
puritan beliefs, rejected them for the destructive life-• 
denial philosophy inherent in themo To 0’Will9 puritanism 
meant the sinfulness of sex, superficial living, an impos
sible code of ethics, inhihitlnns, and hypocrisyo Reuben.
In Dynamo transferred his old reiigion to a new god,.the 
'dynamo^ but gave it the old'values of guilt! and punishment0 
Epbraia in Res ire under the Elms'lived on a philos ophy of 
a hard god, alienating himself from his family because 
of it. professor ' peeds, Charlie', and Mrs» Evans in 
Btrange interlude are tortured by puritanism,, The tragedy 
of the Wfannon family in Mourning Become s Electra is based 
on puritanism^ . , . . ' ’ ; ■■

■Zaterlailsm'also pervades many of the- plays as' a 
destructive,"Sterile evil«■:;HUnco• zillions was .written ■ ■ 
expressly: as a Satire ; against' 'American material is mo Brown/s ; 
materialism destroys Dion in The great god Brown, and Bam 
Evans in Strange interlude is another Babbitto Atarice 
for material things destroys Brutus Jones in The Emperor 
Jones, Andrew in Beyond the Horizon, and Caligula in 
Lazarus laughed* Materialistic desire for land is the root 
of the tragedy in Desire under the Elms„ '

Some of the more minor motifs present are .of hus
band vSo wife, in Beyond,the Horizon and Electra; and 
father vs, ,son in Desire, Brown, Electra, and Long Day's 
journey into Eighto An Qedipus Complex is apparent



ill : ;I)&8i$e, ''Blectra, Strange ? and Journe,y, and an Slectra t 
Complex in .Bleotra, . y.' \ i ' " :

■.. : O’Me ill .has typical characters in many plays such 
as the typical mother, father, poet, materialist, and 
Barth wo then 1 description' of these,, however, is not _ 
necessary for the study of these plays as tragedies<> -

In discussing;'the.f ollowing plays I will explain 
my rejection of each 'play .as a classic; tragedy by point
ing out what major elements in the ariStoteli'an definition 
if 'lapfcsThe last part of the thesis will be a detailed
■ analysis of the four plays' which I have accepted as . 
yclassic tragedies. The elements of a ■tragedy, to, review.
them quickly, are a; serious action with a hero who is 
strong in character, individualistic, intense in. feeling, 
with a personal' flaw which causes his reversal, discovery, 
and stiffering; he falls, yet' is exalted, and causes the 
audience to react with pity and fear® . ; , ■ '

f ■ I am grouping the plays into the philosophical
■ and the,tragic= I am,considerihg only" the major and im- 
ncrtantv.plays :written, after; 1920 = ' HenceGold, welded., . 
BlrstiManJ Diff rent ̂ . and The Straw will not be considered 
nor will Ah, Wilderness!, since„it is more of an.enter
taining fantasy ■ of .a", ehildhood. ■ 0 'he ill would have liked ■ - 
than a Serious dramao Rather than go over all the tragic
.-qualities in each.'play, I will only. give the grounds for 
rejecting it as a classic tragedyo



IIIo THE PLAYS OF- 01 HILL 
. v Philosophical Dramas

The Emperor Jones (1920) •
,• Brutus Jones9 Negro, former pullman porter9 has

- set himseif up as a ruthless emperor : in a Oarrihean islahd= 
Knowing that, the natives want to rehel, he tells them that 
only a . silver "bullet oan kill him9 and only he has the

, bulletse , They do -rebel,' and he runs through tho jungle 
followed by drum heats growing - increasingly louder and - 
faster as they close in oh him* He has several bullets 
in his gun and shoots illusions of his past as his fear 
brings theme . finally9 as fear eats.away his civilized 
layers to his primitive savage self9 after Brutus has : 
shot his last bullet at a crocodile (a symbol of the 
evil in. himself)9 a witch doctor appears and Brutus is 
shot by.a silver bullet which the natives had made 
themselvesa

This and The Hairy Ape are.expressionistic;plays0 
Expressionistic drama is fantastic9 with an unreal atmos
phere everything is distorted pr simplified 9 and the , 
elements of conflict are bare or symbolico - Beside, the 
mirages, a tom-tom drum beats throughout the play grad
ually louder and faster, and it actually affects the 
heart-beat and excitement of the audience as the play 
comes to a climax at the end* Since 09Heill especially

- lilted J u n g w e  might infer that this drama was suggested: 
by Jung6s theory of the collective unconscious of, the 
human race0. Hence Jones is a symbol of the primitive. 
forces in man and shows by his. breakdown how thin the

41 Olark, po 136=
20
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line is ■ "between the civilized and primitive self g that the
civilized part is only an artificial shell easily broken: . . ■ . ■ : • " ' . ■ ■ in a crisiso

Jones, then, is not a real character, hut a type<, 
Since he is a type,, or symbol, as part of an analogy of 
the primitive f drees nf man in experimental draina tech
niques, I cannot accept this play as a tragedy& He is 
too remote’ from the common typical man to be a tragic 
hera>. and his fall does not illiminate the dignity and 
nobility of Man, bat the base, primitive side of Him.

The Hairy_ Ape (1922) . ,
Yank, a.stoker in the furnace room of a steamer, 

discovers by a girl's reaction Of revulsion upon seeing 
him, that he is not the prime mover on the ship after 
all, but actually is out of joint, doesn't belong.
Greatly agitated, he:goes to Hew York City to discover 
where he does belong,and^ rejected by the people of the 
street and the l.W.Wo -, turns to the ape in the zoo, whieh 
■ kills 1 him.

O'' He ill. 'explained his purpose in this play in 1924 s
The Hairy Ape was propaganda in the sense that 

. it was :a" symbol,~~of man, who has lost his old har
mony with nature, the harmony which he used to have 
as an animal and has not yet acquired in a spirit
ual way Thus, not being able to find it on earth 
nor in heaven, he’s in the middle, trying to make 
peace, taking the "woist punches from hot’ of ’em”.«
.oThe subject here is the same ancient one that 
always was and'always will be the one subject for 
drama, and that is man and his struggle with his 
own fate. The; struggle used to be with the gods, but 
is now with himself, his own past, his attempt "to 
belong." .

Although 0’Heill has■tragic implications in his explana- ,
tion, I cannot accept Ape as a tragedy because Yank is
a symbol, the:play is largely philosophical and impersonal,

42 Clark, p. , 84,.
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and it has little hmnan appeal in its abstractions0 
Hence Tank is not a tragic hero, hut an abstract symbol 
with a social message. Like Brutus Jones9 he is not a 
typical man who would cause the audience to fear for 
itself, Olark also believes that a symbolic character 
is. not a good hero g

A human being9 like. Hamletmay ’'symbolize”, 
certain qualities or characteristics or even sum 
up a whole philosophy9 but when the dramatist 
deliberately uses a figure in order to make him 
typify man9 or. humanity9 he necessarily minimizes 
the human elements in his story,' At least I feel 
this is true in the case of Tank, He is. super^^ 
natural9 more or less an abstraction, an idea.

Dynamo (1929) . * ; ' '
Heuben Light of a fundamentalist family is work

ing away from, home and .writes his parents, "We are 
electrocuting your (rod, ” He comes home converted to the 
worship, of his new god, science, epitomized in a dynamo. 
He is so strongly obsessed with At,that, having given it 
.the old religion*s .puritan demands, he is compelled to 
kill his girl friend with whom he had "sinnedj” and 
finally throws himself onto it in a fatal ecstasy of 
prayer to it, .

This is another symbolic play of.. man* s primitive 
religious instinct, as 0 ’zelll explained# "the death of 
the old God and the failure of science and materialism 
to give any satisfying new o n e H e n c e  Dynamo is not 
a tragedy, but a dramatized philosophical abstraction 
of what O’Heill termed ’'America’s sickness, ” materialism. 
Rather than being a tragic hero, Reuben is a symbol, of 
modern man reaching for a god in science,

43 Clark, p, 86, . '
. . ; 44 Ibid o y po, 120, . y : : ' ' ..



Marco Millions' (1928) ; . ■ '. , .
Marco Polo and liis father and uncle go to Oat hay 

for several years of exploltatlon0 Marco grows from a 
normal idealistic man to an insensitive, greedy Bahhitt 
who thinks only in terms of money and self“gain0 in 
contrast to him is the Oriental emperor Kuhlai and his 
granddaughter Princess KukachinV both with noble souls 
and fine, poetic wisdom* while Eublai ponders the 
universe:':and human soul, and Kukachin wastes away for her 
unrecognized love of Marco, Marco counts his money and 
returns to his fat, materialistic girl friend in irenice.

This is a satire on American materialism and its 
destruction of the human soulo The only possible tragic 
hero would be Kublai, who, at first amused at Marco, 
suffers to see his granddaughter Kukachin hurt and finally 
die of griefo ghe is exalted in her love, but has no 
tragic flaw 5 Marco, the central figure, has no self ■-dis
covery or suffering; He is a symbol of ,America’s sacri
fices to Mammon. There is no real tragic hero in this ■ . 
play. : ■ ‘ ; ' " " '
The great god Brown (1926)

This is a philosophical allegory in which Dion 
(Dionysus) Anthony (St6 Anthony) is a tragic symbol of 
the conflict between the "life-denying spirit of Chris
tianity” and the life-affirming paganism, and between 
materialism and artistic creativity, according to O’EeillV 
These conflicts are expressed very effectively by masks 
worn by Dion, Brown, and Cybel, a comforting prostitute. 
The morality of Christianity gradually destroys the 
creative joy in Dion; hence Dion5s Christian.self cries 
for belief in anything, and his pagan self turns into a 
Mephistopheles mocking himself in order to feel alive,

45 Clark, p= 104.



and the -two end in mutual exhaust!onc. When Dion dies at . 
Brown9s feet9 he wills his fatal Dan-mask to Brown,
Brown, the soulless materialist who always envied Dion 
for his creativity'and his wife Margaret, gladly takes 
the mask, thinking he.will gain what"Dion had« But he 
gains only the self^destructive frustration that Dion 
sufferedc Brown is)nl8P destroyed>;hy the mask, has to 
wear a mask of suc.cees, and is finally shot by the police ' 
for killing the Browh^body in an attempt to escape himself 
Cybel represents the. Earth Mother, cycles of nature, and 
tells Brown there is only love, the police 'that Brown9 s 
name is Man, and the audience that ,rAlways spring comes: 
again bearing lifeoBehind'the'play is 09Heill9s 
force of life, .or Mystery, expressed' in the characters9 
words and. actions which they do not understand themselves0 

The two selves of Dion and Brown destroyed them; 
"Man is born broken» He lives by mending* The Grace of 
God is glue! 9> Brown s a i d * O n l y  the, life-f oree, the 
Mystery revealed, by Gybel can vcomf ort , them* Although 
■ Brown has reached self-awareness,. his Christian soul 
being born out of his anguish, neither Dion nor Brown 
are tragic heroes, for they die in exhaustion from the 
conflicts within themselves* The Great God Brown is not 
meant as a tragedy, but an allegory, of modern man9 s 
struggle to gain harmony with naturewith God, with 
himself*
Days Without End (1934}. ■

This is another play of the conflict of two selves 
between the faithful and the cynical selves* John Loving 
is personified by two actors <> the cynical Loving and the



religious but doubting, Johrio . The stage people see only 
John* :: Having rejeoted, God/at his parents' death, John 
is solaced by his. 'marriage <, saying that God is love.
Yet he is driven by an introspective desire to destroy 
the thing he most values, and deliberately commits 
adultery and tells his wife* She willfully catches 
pneumonia' and is about to die for the lack of the will 
; to: .live»■ John is greatly distracted, and after much 
struggle.runs to the church to pray for forgiveness, 
defeating hnd killing loving<, At the same moment his 
■wife recovers as she forgives himo , John is no longer 
divided, but at peace with himself, "love lives for- 
ever^he claims ecstatically.

Without attempting to interpret this or give 
0 ‘Eeill8s message, I will reject' this .as a tragedy on 
the grounds of the. lack of a reai fall of the charactero 
The good in John is victdrious'' Over the evil, destructive 
loving, and he is:at peace with life, 'even .regaining his 
wife. , . • f . ■ , . . : ■
lazarus laughed (1928)

After lazarus was raised: from the tomb by Jesus, 
he began to laugh Softly like a man in love with God, 
and to teach the doctrine that there is no death. Evil, 
death, fear are in the minds of:men? death is,a change, 
part of the cycle of life. .' The chorus chants, , ,

• laugh! laugh!
There is only life!

■ , There is only laughter!
Pear is no morel . 
lea.th is- dead!

' His laughter is very contagious, at least while lazarus

; ■ 48 Ibid. , pi 567o. :
49 Eugene ()«Eeill, line Plays (Few York,■ 1932), 

p. 389= r :: ■ ■ :



. is present; even the Romans are hypnotized by it. Qalig-.
■ ' ula9 a degenerate Roman cynic 9 tests Lazarus by poison- /

ing and killing Lazarus1 wife# and then burning Lazarus,
"but is at last won over, Lazarus presents a life-' v 
affirming, death^denying concept of ghristianity; it is 

y not preaching personal immortality, "but joy in "being part‘
of the growth and transmutation of the life cycle. There 

' ' is the same1; serenity and peace in the f ace of, death as at
the end of Desire .pader•’ the Rims and strange interlude % y 
death - is hOty failure-, hutythe fulfillment ht li^®t ' : -

Since the play is meant as a philosophical drama . ' ,
and hot a tragedy,: it -too is rejected as a possible classic 
tragedy, Lazarus’ dies at the end, but he is not defeated; 
even the Romans have surrendered to-him;at his death, nor '
is there any tragic flaw in Lazarus, This is a. courageous 
philosophy of life'; and death which 0«hfeill felt deeply,
-̂g^ghie ('1958) : ■ £ , ^ y\- ' .

y ;/ ; pughie, who was a night clerk in a -hotel, died -
. recently, but his influence lives on in Erie, a salesman, 
and the new night clerk,. Charlie, ' Erie lived on illusions 
of .himself as a" big-time gambler and ladies« man, encour- .
aged'yby RUghio, who existed on this imaginary world far 

:y from his empty life, Charlie, being as innocent and
gullible as Hughie, assumes the latter8s role with Erie,

This is a short one-act play of the same theme as. 
yy The iceman cometh, .a Touch of -the ■ poet# and others, that 

an illusion is sometimes necessary to make one3 s existence 
■ bearablev'. The lives of Erie, yHughie, and• Charlie may be ,̂ : '■ 
called drab, .and • pathetic., but there is no tragedy in  the •

. play, ■ ■ . ■■



Tragedies 
Beyond the Horizon (1920)
. • ; Robert:Mayo, a poetic, sensitive young man<, ■ is
about to take a sea trip and fulfill bis dreams .of find
ing what is beyond the horizon Of their farm, when the 
romance of sex reverses his plans to staying and marrying 
the neighbor, Rutho His brother-Andrew, who was engaged 
to Ruth and loves the farm, goes on the voyage insteado 
In three years, however, Robert is still pining for the 
horizon, Ruth .discovers she was: .mistaken and pines for 
Andrew, and. Andrew comes back longing for the farm, which 
is failing from mismanagementAndrew disappoints them 
both, for he offers no awareness of the lands he has seen 
nor does he love Ruth any morel . Later he returns degen
erated into a callous materialist who failed gambling 
with the grains that he belonged to on the farm; Ruth is 
completely resigned and defeated; and Robert is wasting
- away'-since - his-::'cHil<i: dled; and:%is farm is an utter ruino - 
Robert accuses: Andrew of be ing the worst failure because 
he wasnlt true to himself, but neither was Robert or 
Ruths Robert dies watching the sunset at the horizon, 
spiritually exalted in the belief that.he will find his 
dream beyond deaths

, X reiect this as a classic tragedy because.it 
is a picture not'of heroic dignity, but of frustrated and 
weak •people wasting their lives doing things .contrary 
to their natures and not fighting to achieve their dreams 
"Bach character .Is obsessed by his desire for what he 
can never have— for what lies beyond the horizon*
Robert cannot live'without his illusion, but in the face 
of his farm hand9-s ■ leaving, his ■ machinery being broken,

50 Clark, p. 67*



and 'his great poverty;, he turns to a hook of poetry to 
dreamo He does not struggle with destiny, hut passively 
aooepts the lot his mistake, led-him to= His exaltation 
at the end is not.very oonvincingo
111 God«s Ghillun Got lings (1924')

. Jim, -a Hegro, and Ella, a white girl, are friends 
. as children, hut when they graduate from high school 
Ella holds her racial "superiority11 over him. However ' 
because she has reached the hottom of-despair by going 
wrong, she agrees to marry Jim, who loves her devotedly 
throughout the play« Jim aspires to become "white" by 
marrying Ella and by.becoming a successful lawyero But 
his fear of. failure and. inferiority'block his.success in

• school. Added to this, Ella, fearing that he will threaten 
her. racial superiority,.manages t o,keep him from study
ing and to upset him greatly by trying to kill him, .. A .  
Oongo mask on the,!wall, representing the black race, is 
her greatest threat, and when .Jim fails the test for the 
last time, she is exultant, . gloating over the mask, , Her 
neurosis has become madness and she becomes a little,girl 
again (they were equals; as. children), and she asks Jim
for forgivenesSo. , He can forgive her, but seeing the
injustice on earth, says, "I don’t see how He8s going'■ ■ - . ' R'l . ' ' - -to lorgiye--Himself o . Jim. accepts - her. as a. child ■
■■ and thanks G-od for purifying him of selfishness, his
- love, exalting, him, • ■

O'Beill took.advantage of a dramatic situation
when he used this theme of the interracial marriage? it

• is not a concern with the social problems involved,, I 
reject this as a. classic tragedy because Jim is too weak

51 Eugene 08Heill. The Plays of Eugene 08yeill. 
Vol. II (Hew York, 1947), p. 341, * ' ’ "" "•
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as a tragic hero to deserve the stature of heroic 
dignity* He made a valiant struggle to he successful• 
and elevate his status, hut let a woman greatly inferior 
to him in spirits intelligenceand character, ruin him 
'just hecause she was white/" He placed her on a pedestal, 
because ,he worshipped the white in. her and hated the ' 
black in himselfo ' His hope in her at the end was hopeless 
and his spiritual revelation was an illusion* Rather 
than try to improve himself any more, he'drops to her 
level and loses himself to a child in masochistic 
groveling*

Anna Ohrlstie (1921)
Inna, a prostitute as a victim of circumstances9 

goes to'visit her father Chris» a captain of a coal 
bargeh whom she hadn’t seen since infancy* She is an 
innocent child in his eyes and he is elated at her 
arrival* By living on the barge at sea, she feels clean 
and. wholesome, and when.Mat appears she is ready for 
real love, . When Mat proposes, however, her conscience .
won’t let her accept? instead, she tells him and Chris 
the truth of her past* Both men, terribly shocked, get 
drunk, and later return somewhat reconeiled? Mat accepts 
her in his love ahd trust that he is the only one she 
ever loved. But the curse of the "ole davil sea" which 
obsesses Chris follows them? "All vof them at the end have 
a vague foreboding that, a1though they have had their
moment, the decision still rests with the.sea which has

■ ■ 5p 'achieved the conquest of Anna, "says O.’Feill,. They
are victims of destiny, as Anna sayst "We’re all poor / •

52 Clark, p, 78,
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nutsand things happen$, and we yust get mixed, in 'wrong., 
that1 s all  ̂̂ ' '

Bather than a classic;tragedy, this is a tragedy 
of.the' irreconcilableo Anna, her father, and Mat are 
tossed about by fate, the sea, and have little free will 
in determining'their destinieso At the very•end Chris 
says, "Fog, fog, fog, all bloody time„ You can’t see where 
you was going, noo Only dat ole dawil, sea— she knows 
There is a'note, of happiness,in the end because the lowers 
are.3oined again to marry,. but at the same time there 
■is a foreboding of inevitable doom because they are in 
the hands of the sea, which might take Mat and Chris even 
on their next voyage the next morning= .This tragedy will 
• go•on and on until the sea takes them*
Strange. Interlude (1928)

Clark summarizes this play very well s
Nina heeds, ..daughter of a.college professor, 

loses her fiance shortly after he goes to war to be 
an ayiatoro Her puritanical father has prevented 
the consummation of their Union, which precipitates 
her decision to leave homeo At first she becomes 
a nurse, {giving herself to veterans to make Up for 
her failure to Gordon] »<,.»As she enters the main 
action of the play she has already begun to take on 

,. the appearance and characteristics of woman— «„.to 
; , symbolize the ^arth .Sp.ir.itshe is mother, wife, . 

mistress, adultress, mateflalist, idealist* Into 
her.life are woven strands from the lives of.many 
mens of Gordon (a romantic memory and an ideal); 
of the patient mother-nidden Charles Marsden; of 
Sam, her husband; of Edmund Darrell., her lover; 
and later of her. son Gordon, For this woman no one 
man'is enough,...No one is a match for her; nothing V 
arfests her'progress, nothing but old age* At 
last she is defeated by time and by that very spirit

53 plays;, ill, p. 65°
54 Ibido, p0 78o
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. of youtlio «> o lhe boy G-ofdon and the girl he is 
determined to marry leavecber, even as she had 
left her helpless father^
.' This, magnificent play takes over f our.hours to 

present its nine acts of character analysiso The prob
ing into the unconscious is done through soliloquies and 
asides between the dialogues;As Clark explains, it is 
• a -typical pattern of life , heightened' in , intensitys: 
momentarily we self-important puppets struggle for happi- ; 
ness and- long Iffe, but losing through time desire and 
rebelliousness of youth, we decline into a sunset period 
of peaces '' . , ■ ' • ;

G-rand as it is, Strange Interlude is not a tragedy0 
Hina may have suffered and caused her men to suffer, but 
she satisfied her needs through her schemes and ended in 
peaceo Though she loses her men one by one, she,no longer
■ needs them when they go, but ends with Charlie, who takes 
the role of her father as. she returns to her childhood
■ of peace and innocence0 unlike -lavinia in Mourning Be
comes. Blectra, Hina never reaches .self-discovery and 
awareness, nor does she punish herself.and suffer repent
ance.0 Her conflicts terminate:only because she.is ex
hausted,- her passions spento Hence there is.neither a 
tragedy nor a tragic heroine0 •
Moon for:the;Misbegotten (1 §52) . i

Josie, a huge.Irish girl, lives with her father 
Phil Hogan on a. poof Connecticut farm in 1923a She 
pretends that she has been promiscuous with the men in 
the area to give the impression that men desire h e r ' 
yet she wants to transcend her ugly body in a spiritual 
love, which is centered on dim-Tyrone, the-landlord*s

55 Clark, pp. 112, 113o
56 Ibido p .  114»



: . : ■ ■ . . 32 wayward, sotio Phil, realizing their love, throws them
together'"by telling /Josie that . she ;mnst̂  seduce jim in 
order to save the farm* ■ Instead, Jim cries on her shoul
der in self-hatred because he' was "drunk .when his much
loved mother died, and he had a harlot on the train with 
him while his mother’s body rode on the coach ahead of 
him. Josie forgives him, reaches bpir11ualunion with 
him, and he leaves feeling that with bis confession his 
mother-has:forgiven him and his sins are expiated. 'But 
,he is too far gone to marry Josie, and will return to 
Broadway to alcoholic; extinction,,

This begins as a farce and ends as a tragedy—  
an irreconcilable tragedy. The plot is a typical melo
drama s we have the "villainouslandlord, a big strong 
Woman comically chasing her,* smaller father, the sentimen
tal theme* "My mother's in the baggage coach ahead,," and 
the plotted forced wedding. Josie, knowing she will  ̂
never have Jim, is so mentally healthy that she takes it 
serenely and is happy to have had the spiritual love 
with him*. • As a heroine, however, there is no flaw in 
her that brought her this d isappointment in losing * Jim, 
for it was his neuroticism which destroyed their chances 
for happinesso* One might also question whether this is 
really a fall for her, for there, is, ho death or degenera
tion of,character, but loss of a loved one. Josie's is 
a tragedy of the irreconcilable| she will never marry 
Jim nor anyone else, though she greatly desires love and 
marriage, but will go on living with her father with a 
memory of love.
Long' Day* s Journey into light (1956)

This play, which has biographical elements of . 
0 ’Heill's family, was,published posthumously' in 1956.
It takes place' in one day in a cottage and is concerned



:with the, deep • emotional and psychQltigic'al ' eonfliets:o’’’ , ; 
within .a::familyd . ■ ,  ■ • . iV: ':h, ; n / ..

Ihe father ,' jaaies Tyrone, was potentially a 
great Shakespearian actor, but his avarice ruined his’/ 
chances., for he spent. his life and talents on a melodrama 
which gave him the wealth and security he had lacked.in 
his childhood of great poverty^ His; wife Mary is very • 
nervous and self-conscious., feeling guilty for her drug" 
addiction, .. She has; been frustrated all her married life 
be cans a r'she'yne ver had ; a home or friends, Since she. : . 
traveled.with.James and the boys from one cheap ho tel 
to the nexto The son jamie is in the late twenties, and 
is dragging his younger•brother Edmond to his own cynical 
degenerate life of aleoho11sm and'debauchery, because he 
is yealoud'. pf -Edmond<s .litefary. talents= Edmond is 
sensitive llike'; his :;mofher, and is bitter with hi.S father 
for;wanting >to send him to .a state farm instead of a:': 
private .sahitarium for his tuberculosis, in order to save 
some■money9 • curing the play, the fog from the. lake be- ■ 
comes more and more dense as the. familys neuroses and 
bitterness are revealed and' come in conflict. with each 
othero . wary and the b oys are bitter at James8s 'making 
- the: family live in abject poverty while he spends much.
. money on v#dfthless.: land investments 0 james and .the .boys 
try t o: believe; that Mary is cur ed of. ■ her addict ionwhile ‘ 
she tries to deceive them,. ; ishile' she' feels, guilty -for . 
her addictioh,' james f or. s elling his sout f or the lllusion 
.of success, and Jamie for his leading Edmond■astray, • 
Edmond feels respohsible ' for' his mother8 s 'addiction , 
because it was for his birth that a quack doctor gave 
her drugs. ' At the end.::Of :the.:;d.ay#ry'relapses:: into ' 
narcotic - insanity -again, holding .her''weddihg gown in .■ ..
nostalgic reveryg rtf,
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v Although this very ; realistic play consists: of ; 

four pathetic people, it is not a classic tragedy! •
: There; is no reversal or discovery for anyone, "but only , •
continual illusion and-sufferingo Bach one .suffers for ; 
his own flaws 'and those of the• others, but there is no - 
spiritual awakening or strength of character- realized 
as the outcome of a' crisis, which is characteristic of 
a tragic hero* Their misery will go on until their, death, 
which will bring peace and will relieve them of their, 
struggle with fate and with themselves0 - I-

hone of the foregoing plays can be accepted as 
.classic tragedies because they either lack an ideal 
tragic hero, or a necessary element in the plot0 The 
philosophical plays are written more as expositions of 
■Q* He ill's .philosophy than as tragedies. In broad terms, 
The Hairy Ape, Dynamo, Marco Millions,•and The Great 
God 'Brown ate attacks on materialism^: ■ The 'Emperor Jones, 
'The Great God. Brown and. Days Without End are psycho- ' ', 
logical studies|'Lazarus laughed and Hughie are 0'Heill»s 
themes of joy in lif e and illusions,. Among-the trage
dies, • Anna Christie and Moon for .the Misbegotten are 
•.irreconcilable, and the others lack a strong hero with 
’ tragic dignity who . achieves self-awareness, -

-The. following plays, .Desite IJnder the Elms, . ,
Mourning Becomes Electra, The•Iceman Cometh, and. A - 
Touch of the Poet, I. have accepted as. classic tragedies,
I will analyze them in detail to determine how close 
to Aristotle’s ideal model Of tragedy they are.



T W  FOUR O'HEILl. PLAYS AS TMGBDIBS

10 Desire TJnder the Elms •....... ... :.{1924)  ..  .
■ . ■. Desire .Under the Elms is a tragedy of the elemen
tal passions, or, as Walter.Taylor put it, "a brutal
tragedy of avarice, land hunger, lust, hatred and jeal-57 ■ .ohsy." More than this9 it is a tragedy of love; when
the love is realized by Abbie and Eben., it.is too late,
for the' tragic consequences of their errors have moved
irresistibly on to their destruction. .'

■ Desire takes place in 1850 in Uew England on a
stony farm where Puritanism prevails, but in conflict with
the paganism of simple people<> This, Puritanism is the
whole being of Ephraim Cabot, seventy-five, who identifies
his personality with and lives according to his conception
of God, Who to him is ascetic, stern, and "hard like the
stones» h The play opens with Simon and Peter, sons of
Cabot,s'first wife, and Eben, son of his second wife,
speculating oh what. Cabot.is dbingo -,Cabot had left
two months ago "t’ learn Cod6 s message t1 me in the spring58like the prophets done" but really has gone "whorin8 
as the.brothers put ito .In fact, Eben brings the hews 
from town that their father has a new wife, his third*
This is very disturbing to them because it means she will 
probably inherit .the. farm when Cabot dies, and the boys'
will lose it, especially since they-are always feuding

■ 57 Walter Taylor, The '■Story of American letters
(Chicago', 1956), p, 582=. ~V " w~ r.......

58 Eugene CUeill, The Plays of Eugene 08 He ill,
Yolo I (pew York/, 1947),, p=' 210= - • h- " .: , ■ r ' ; ^  '
. \ ; 55  ■ . : ; . ■
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' with Gabot0 Eben takes advantage of the situation and 
buys Simon and Peter'11 s portions, of the .farm with Cabot's 
money, which he found; he believes his dead mother owned 
the farm originally and he has every right to it* When 
Cabot and his wife arrive, Simon .and peter in drunken 
exhilaration insult their amazed Sind, enraged father and 
leave their hard farm'life for California to make their 
fortune in gold*

Eben stays, however, to make sure. that he ̂ ts the 
farm, but finds ibbie, his.new thirty-five-year-old step
mother, just as determined to have ito She is obviously ;
■ possessive from the'beginning,.saying "(with lust for the ■ 
word) Humo,o1 can't be'lieve it's r'ally mine," whereupon 
Cabot retorts sharply, "Yewr'n? Mine! later, defying.
Eben's claim for the farm, she says, "This be my farm—  ' .

■ gOthis be my hum— this be my kitchen— ! " - Cabot has more 
reason to feel it is his, having originally bought it and 
worked, all his life on it, and is not about to hand it 
over to anyone, as he explains to Abbies

...if I could, in my dyin’ hour, I'd set.it afire
an' watch it burn— this house an’ every ear o' corn
an' every tree down t' the last blade o’, hay! . I'd

. sit an' know it was all a-dying with me an' no one
else'd ever own what was mine, what I’d made out o"

■; nothin' with my own sweat An’ blood....'Ceptin' the 
cows. Them I'd turn free. ;

Such intense land-hunger and greed is a prelude to tragedy.
.Opposed to the land-hunger separating Eben and 

Abbie is their intense physical attraction, recognized 
in the beginning, when they met. Abbie, wants to win 
him over not only to satisfy her passion for him, but to

• 59 Plays, Vol. I, p. 221.
60 Ibid., p. 226

. 61 Ibid. , p. 232." ■



more easily obtain the farm; W t  Eben is aware of her 
motive and fights her. advances for,, two months 9 finally 
sudcumbing to her persuading talk @nd desire, in the parlor. 
Abbie realizes that Eben feels his mother's ghost in the 
parlor, and says, "They’s one room hadn't mine yet, but 
it's a-goin' t» be t o n i g h t . S h e  invites him there, 
and afterwards Eben feels his mother is at rest in her 
grave.
; ■ Before her victory, however, Abbie jealously told
Cabot that Eben had shamefully gone whoring in town, and 
in revenge.said he lusted after her| but at Cabot's 
proposal to kill him, she reminded him that he is the 
only son and help. This brings the problem of an heir 
because, Cabot reasoned, "What son O' mine'll keep on 
here t' the farm— when the lord does call me? Simon 

rand peter air gone t' hell— an' Eben's follerin' 'em,."
But he rejects. Abbie as the’ heir, because she is not of 
his bloody he won't let even, death take the land from 
him: "A son is me— my blood— mine. Mine ought t' git 
mine. An' then it's still mine--even though I; be six 
foot u n d e r . A h b i e  shrewdly solves his problem with
the suggestion of having another son, which Cabot agrees
to with .great confidence and enthusiasm. Hence her 
seduction of Eben ■ was highly motivated., She did not 
reckon with her emotions, however’, and discovered that 
love-making makes love, and she changed from a sinister, 
possessive woman to a loving mother-wife.

At a party to celebrate the baby,a year later, 
Cabot in a quarrel with Eben- tells him that Abbie, had 
the baby purely to' Inherit the farm: "An' she says,

'62 ibid. , p. 240. "y’- ■■ ' V’ ■ ;
' 65 Ibid. , p. 254, /’ d
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I wants Eben cut off so;’ s, this farm? 11 be mine when ye 
idie!'1̂  he scornfull.y tells Eben. . Wifh.torn heart and 
fierce hatred, Iben announces to Abbie that he is leaving 
for California because she lied to him, because she had 
the baby •only to inherit the farm, and he wished it were 
deads "1 wish he never was born.!' I wish he’d die thisr r
minit!” At this Abbie gathers that if the baby did'not
exist 9 it would be like old times, and lie wcmia love her
.agains • '; •
, Abbids if % could make it— -’s if he’d never come up 

between us--if I could prove t'.’ ye I wa’.n’t sche- 
■min’ -t’ steal from ye— so’s everythin’- could be 
jest the same with us, lovin’ each other jest, the 
same, kissiri’ an’ happy the same’s we’ve been 
happy afore he come— if I could do it— ye’d love 
me ageti, wouldn’t ye? Ye’d kiss me agen? Ye 
wouldn’t never leave me, would ye? ; :

Eben (moved) I calc’late not. But ye hain’t God,
■ ' be ye? ' 67• Abbie (exultantly) Remember ye’ve promised! '

1 She couldn’t make him understand that her motives changed
when they fell in love, so-, determined to save her love,
she smothers the baby-and announces it; hysterically to
Eben, whereupon he runs to the sheriff, horror-stricken.
and deeply grieved.

When Cabot discovers the crime and Abbie tells him
who the father of the .baby is.,, he frees the animals and
plans to burn the place and go to California. Eben
returns to ask for, her forgiveness, realizing his love,
and goes with her to jail to share the punishment. Cabot,
finding the money gone, decides God wants, him to be hard
and stay, lonely as he is.

65 Ibid., p. 255.
66 Ibid., p. 257°
67 Ibid., p. 258.
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. : . Epliraim Gabot is tall and gamt 9 with, wiry:, ; •
ppnoentrated strength 5. "His - face is as : hard' as if it were, 
hewn out of a bonlder', yet there is a weakness in it, a ... 
petty pride in. its own narrow. Strength,, Because of his
Buritan philosophy of being, hard and stern, he. worked - i, 
very hard on the farm and drove 'his sons .to do the same» ' 
.But .his slave—driving and .contempt for ..them because they 
were not. as. hard as he caused a contihual strife'between 
.him ;and them;... ' "ihey hated: me . ■ , cause 'i - was hard„ ,T hated 
them cause 'they was sof t» They coveted the farm'without 
'knowing what it meanto, it made me. bitter ®n wormwood<, " 
Hence 'his Buritanism alienated him,from his family, and 
.his domination would not let•iben and his. brothers grow 
up. as ind.epehdent, mature; men until Xbbte arrivedo
'v : ■ ' in Oabpt1 s pride, he is delighted in telling Sben . 
of Abbie's original motives for having the baby. He is •
: "'suddenly'''triumphant when he sees how shaken Eben is" and 
.with. '"terribie : gloatingexaggerates; Abbie rs words 0

.■ .Hence Cabot.* s Burita'n avarice and pride are his 
: tragiG. flaws, f or because, of his;; ayaribe. he,; lose;S:. the 1 
respect arid'' love of his family, and because * of his pride-: . 
he . purposely threw 'Bberi' .iritp. such gnief arid anger that it 
precipitated everyone*S:fall° The reversal occurs for 
him when he discovers that his heir ,. the baby, - is dead, 
and the truth that he is' not the father6 As a; result of 
finding the money gone,, and his,road blocked to going to , ' 
California, he discovers that he must lose the farm ulti
mately and will have no .heir whateyer0 . , ' .  v, . .



 ̂-■ ■/ " But Cabot is not defeated By,'his loss' of an .heir :
and of the companionship of his wif e, .■and son. Rather, he -
■ takes it stoically s.. »It5 s a-goin’ t ’ "be; lonesomef now ■:: ■
, than' ever. it war. afore— an> I'm gittin' old•Bord-—-ripe .' 
on the hdugho:o = (fhen .stiffening) ;Wall— what d' ye want? ': . ■
God' s: 1 one some, ■ haih' t - he? . God̂  s hard, an'. lonesome ! : .
When. Ahbie and Bhen leave, he "comes out.and around the ■ 
earner of,the house, his shoulders squared, his face stony, 
and stalks grimly' toward the barn3  ̂much like Iiavinia . ' ■ ,'•

_ at the ciose of Electra. ', v , f 1.: /
- Eben's face shows resentment and defiance in the • 
beginning of the play'; his eyes are as "a wild animal's ■ ' .
in captivity^' Each day is a cage in which he finds him-
self .trapped but inwardly, unsubdued. " This resentment- '
and suppression come'from the fact that' he believes oabot 
worked his •mother 'to, deathy. givirig,.no 1 ove.g and.' took the : . 
farm ff bffi her. .(dabot- ekplains : f d •-Abbie-Vthat -her ,parents 
tried to steal it from him.) Hence. Bben feels her rest- : :

' less-ghost ; : especially in the par 1 eh,)waiting to. be , ,
avenged. Some critics believe she is symbolized in the /,
elms, which are described as hanging) by er/; tlie' hous e roof, , ' .'
brooding and weeping like women with - their hair, hands,, ,' '■
.and breasts resting on. the roofo '  ;Eben inherited his V . : 
mother's sensitivity and appreciation of beauty and his ' 
father 's egotism and greed,- but insists, .".I'm Maw-™every . 
drop o.blood i though his brothers repeat that he is i,

■. the. "spittin' - image " of\ their. father.  ̂ Eben even calls ,'-
- to, his mother for’ advice: when in a turmoil, . as in the .' ' -'

; :' 71 T . b i d o ,  p .  268.  ■ ' d v : . " "  - '  ■ ; : ' : ' .
72 ibid, , p. '269o ' d V:' : '"I: - ^ ; :

' ;v f  'v I--:- - -74 ibid,1, p. :;207.: : :.'; :ii";:
"  . -  75 I b i d o ,  p ,  211.  ,  f . V ; ? " -  : . .  ' • ' .
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paf 1 ® 1̂8' se'liiotlbii, and 'wfoen:- Alble tells him. -
she killed the baby* . • • ; •

t • Sheri Vs tragic flaw was , like Oabot»s, greed .and 
pride. • ; When Oabot told him tha,t Ahhie . tricked him,; he . 
was so: enraged to think'of losing the farm after all, 
that he. didn’t hear her plea, that this .motive was only 
before they fell lh Ihye s'::: "shenj-. /Iisten-~ye. must 1 isten---. 
it was 1 ohg ■ ago— -af or e..we done' ho thin * — yew was’ scornin8 
ine— go in * t 1 see Miĥ '-when .J was lovin* ye— -an* I said , 
it. t9 him' t9 git yengeance on ye r,,T^ All he could think 
of was losing the farms ■"lieslo of H® 911 steal the farm ' ,

: : ry 1-7 " ' . ; •; . " ' . ' ̂ , ; ■ ' '■ .. ' , hf : - ‘ •' . 'fur ye r”. - Tn his hurt pride he was enraged to think
that Ahhie led him on and was using hims. f"Ye’ ye made-a. 
fool o9 me, he said. ’ , -

yhen did not realize his lOYe ■until it was too 
late. - He had already gotten the .sheriff when he realized - 
iti » T got to thinkih9, d9; yew. I' got to thinkin9' how 
T 9d loved ye. Jt hurt like somethin.9- was bust in9 in' my %
■ chest an9 head? . tl goi,;t9 .cryin9. :t knowed sudden 1 •'
loved .ye yet 9 an9 'allus.̂  would love; yeif 4 ■ ■ . ) .
. ; - ' ®ben meets his reversal when he'.believes that ■ ' : ■

Abbie tricked him'and- through his reaction precipitates 
their, fall; he discovers his love and suffers the loss 
of her, the •baby, and his own freedomo Realizing his 
guilt in _ the Infahticide, he shares the punishment r. and :.' . . 
in his self-:Sacrif itie'■ is:1, his tragio: exaltation. Through . 
this experience iben has become a. matune, independent 
man. ■■■. -' . ;■; '■ . .. ’ ' ' •' ' ■ . . ■' ’

76 'ibid., p. 257, ; tV-Vv'-'' ’
' 77 Ibid., p. 258o. , ' \  ̂ y: St:

'■■tr---.-y-vU-v T&tibid.’,' .Po 256, ;■ ■ .' , : f-:- l',;V ■ ■ : . ’:. V
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. ' ' in the ' act -of sacrificihg himself to the- police .
"because; he too was guilty> he recognized his love

■ for; her 9 ah dept s with tragic irony that love which ;
. ' . has not come to fruition -until the moment of in-. ■

eyitn'ble . ioss j .as they-: accepf the justice of' theiri't ■,
. fat e l ■ In̂  the ̂ neaiity: of the situation itself their: --: • ; finiiaalTationo-8!

; Ahhie has the. same' untamedg desperate quality as 
Dheiio Because she never, had' a real home, she is especially 
eager to inherit the farm, .which is her obvious motive 1 "• .
.' fpr :marrylng qahpto. uer tra.gic flaw is the same as .. ; n ;
Oahot8s: and. -Iben»s.̂ greed and. pride0 Since she wanted. ■' "
to inherit the farm, she.seduced ghen, hut fell in love : 
so deeply that at the thought of .losing:, him, sacrificed 
her childc.' Her pride is apparent when she wanted- vengeance 
pn.'ghen .early in the; play and told oahot she wanted her ' •' 
baby tp1 inherit' the-; farmo . ’ . ' . v'
■ ■' Abbie meets her reversal in the sudden loss of
gben8 s love, .and.her reaction.leads"to! the destruction ; : ;
of alio she repents the murder but no  ̂their adulterous
love, and . face s the - c Ohs e que no e s with - unf 1 in ch ing;-: c Ourage,. .
. once ;she 'Is. assured' that. gben 10yes; her«, • hOr :does she ;';,. 
even, consider gbehts.proposal to run away; their moral 
values were absolute, and not to be questioned* - ■ .. . • • %
., , f desire. pnder the Elms appears to he a drama of 
people,.:whp "are..very' common, evehVleSS' tha;n sverage-:;ih:::;,;,;;'.,;:;-.t;:'. 
stature, with base passionsv Ignoraince and greed, that ; 
would make the play only pathetic and depressing to the 
audience o 08 We ill;8' s her o e s« 'however;- are not too mean . ..
and- common'to. be. tragic; for they have such intensity,, of 
passions and faith in a: moral,.Ygust .uM '.
are heightened to "heroic stature,, " Abbie and Bhen are - ‘ : 
driven together "by their passions and former loneliness;

80 Palk. , Vo :'97o



Cabot ' is driven by his pride . and1 deBire. for possessions ’ 
so much that heigrecipltates the fall.of all three. Each 
character faces his catastrophe' with 'admirable courage, ■. 
considering.: only what is gust and right. When everything 
crashes' down on him, Cabot remains hardyand ascetic, 
turning square-shouldered toward the barn0 . '
,, Certainly the audience would 'feel pity for these ...
'people of .certain faith and "deep pass ions when the lovers 
■lose their lives and the father loses his companionship v 
and heirso Abbie and Eben triumph in their love, and 
Cabot exalts in the feeling, that, cod . is . still with him . 
and guiding him: i "% kin f eel J be. in the palm, o' HiB .." ■ . ' v' ; . : ' - ;; -■ - ■ «g ■■ -v ■ ■ ■■■ - .... : ■... ■ 'hand, His fingers guidn' me. " ■ , . ' .

:.: ' Joseph Wood ‘Krutch; sees .a 'great tragedy in Desire
• The play seeks;to confer a heroic "tragic dignity' 

on motives', and deeds usually thought, base., and 
0 ’ weill attempts ito;. turn his: taie of' adultery and ' - :
■ inf antic id e into: .somethf ng of a  'Wdd'em Oedipus, 
where strong passions gain a kind of glory.. . the ■ . 
father, wife, .and.■ son .whp; hweil on...this -rocky farm ■ 
are all seen not aS- unimportant little' people but ' 
as human beings endowed with monumental passions 
whose depth is their . gustliicaticmd At the close 
.of the play, 'a.play which .might seem,superficially 
depr ess ing,:' 0v He ill’s:; new England farmers - have ac- . 
quired a strength, a knowledge, and'perhaps a tragic 
dignity which;.brings them close to ■ the: traditional: 
heroic figures' of .Greece and the. BennaiSsanee«

. 81.plays, Po 268. . : ' .■,: I'.' '
82 light Great Tragedies, pp. 551,. 352«:
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Mourning sec omes gleotra v ; ' -

''',: '%''''' -:..:"; :̂ ;:;':' - m  ̂ ) '.,' :';:;;. :;:;. -..',
Eugene o/Eeill had' been wanting to write "a

•modern psyohological drama using one of the old, legend
• - ■ ■ ■ ;  ■ , ,, ■ '

plots of Greek tragedy" - for a long time, but would not
try it until he had, experimented with .methods and ideas 
in other plays firsts j n  his notes? haying decided on 
Aechylus». Qresteia for his model, he stated his, problem* 
"IS it possible to get a 'modern psychological approxi
mation of the Greek sense of fate into such a play, which 
an inteliigeht audience of today, possessed by no •belief 
in gods or moral retribution, could accept and be moved 
by? -  Qlark recognized the difficulty of the problem$ ,

. : After all, Aeschylus did write for an audience
that accepted a set of more or less established 
moral-, religious, and politioai dogmas, .and it 

. was .not. necessary :for him to ’ answer such; questions;
. as a modern American audience must have answered' 
befgre they will accept the premises laid down in 
a piay0 : ■'And we must'remember that the. oresteia 
was based upon legends as familiar' t o f ifth-century 
Aihens agcBible stories were to puritan new 
■ England,i, " i: , ‘ ,

08 welli knows that psychology must substitute for the
tradition, religion, and concept of fate which we lack
■ today o ' v, ' , : V : , .. '

Aechylus» oresteia,is- a trilogy consisting of
' Agamemnon.,' ihe libation Bearers, and ' The Furies». jn the
first play, Agamemnon; returns from the frojan war to his
wife olytemnestra, but she and her lover Aegis thus slay
him because he sacrificed their daughter iphigenia, he
brought home a Concubinej and she wanted Aegisthus to

’ 83 oiark, p» 128, . : - ;
• .84 ibid,.,' p, 128, . ; ;; • ..
' ■■■ ' 85 Ibid. , p. 128. . , ' : \ ; ; "
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rure„ in The iii'batiori Bearers,' their son Orestes? enc.our-' 
aged by his sister Electra,' kills legisthus and . ' • 'V.
' Olytemnestra» In The Furies9 Orestes/, is pursued and '' .
driven mad by the Puries,. The house - of Atreus was already .

: l under -a c:tirse> ./put on , by Agamemnon1 s' uncle";Thyes16sV’ iri •
/ revenge f or ,a wrong done ■ himo- Renee there were, threer 

• generations •of. .murders and misfortunes:'caused by fate ■ ■
’.(the,, curse) 9 , and- the moral •force (human motivations) ̂ . .

/ #0 urning Be c Ome s Si e c tr a consists, of Rome coming,
.-. The Runted 9 and The TmunteRy: and .takes aver four ,and: a, :'/. 
: half :hours'" to be / produeed 1 : 0v Rei 11 gave his. p 1 ay; the ; , A
remote background of the time of the civil war with a 

../ new' England setting of Puritanism, both of which.his •
. audience would be well acquainted'withd : .

- . \ 'general Ezra' Rannon: re turns/ from .the / Civil war - - / ■
. to/his wife Christine, but. she/and'her .lover/Adam Brant . 

poison/him because she-hates him, because she wants to 
marry Adam, and - because. Adam, wants revenge on Ezra., his ; 
cousin, for a wrong done to his. parents* . 0.’Re ill gives ; . 
the role of avenger to the daughter havinia rather- than 
to the- /son orind/:/' She' 1 earns/'the .family' history/' and /ourse,

/ learns who Adam is, 1 dutifully--has 0r in' /k i'll: 1 Ad am, / and 
/ drives their mother - to .suicide. Orin-/.is; d-riyen by M s  
guilt to insanity and kills -himself, and Lavinia realizes -. 
that she must punish herself by solitary confinement in 

- ' the. Rannon house* • The Mannon -house was-cursed by EzraS s
/ /.uncle:/ Ravld,: father of Adam, ..because' he/ was wronged, -/so. '
. .. Adam, returned for vengeance = Lavinia brings to .bear on 
the family /the/moral' forces / of - justice, and duty* / . , / ■
Rome c oming . ' ; ' / ' /.'"

' . ' Seth, the caretaker acts as chorus and explains
to his town friends some of the. history of the family /

■ as -they: /stare-'/at/ the-, Manhon/ hbuso ,, described as ’'a large ///
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- buildirig of the Greek, temple typed 6 0.with six tall • ■ ■
■■ ■ "1 Q  ̂  '■> -■ • : " - - ■' ■ 1;- ■' ' " ■'■. , • • 1 ■ ;columns t. " . The Mann on s have "be en the town aristocrats 

for two 'hundred years 9 having- made.their fortune in 
;shiphuildingo .Etrat father /of the ̂ family, is a 'general ; 
in ...grant • s-' arnyr -ahd: was judge , and- mayor of their town,,
.The' townspeopie. notice that each member of the family . 1 
appears to have a tiesk-̂ like f ace - as ' if they wer e only : 
pretending to be-alive0 :. ''y . . - ' : .

. ’ Seth has-been with the' family for sixty years ,
and is the ' confidant'of. .tha. daughtef pavinia9 who walks 
and/dresses in military,, .puritan fashion0 .He points. Out .
.to- her that 'fdam prant; a young man. who has been vis it ing, 
has Strong resemblances to her brother Orin and her 
father« Then he teiis her of the Mannon skeleton in the 
closeto pavid Mannon, Ezra’s uncle,.married a nurse, ■ . 
Marie. Brant.ome 9 and::because she was. below him in.. station, .; 
:his->brother.-̂ Ab̂ \''banish.ed-...h±;m from /the - family - and fortune* 
in remorse David drank and .killed himSelf» Mari.e starved:
. ;to. death .while, .their son Adam was at sea, because Ezra; 
refused to help her« : 'Irenee, as .Bavpniav suspectedx.and.
:forced out of. Adam, he came back tp take revenge on the 
Fannons by taking,:Christine from.'lzra=: fThis..great! : 
agitates ..Bavihia because she loves Adam, .and . knows . he , 
loves her mother (whom: .she hates;),. hecause he is :hurting 
her father (whom she.lOves'intensely), and because he is 

' threatening to,bring scandal to the Mannon name*.-'After .
; forcing her mother to■ pdmit their affair, Bavinia: demands, 
that■she give up Brant; if she doesn’t Bavinia will tell 
her father, he will refuse to divorce her, and will 
destroy' BPant ’ s career as .ship; captain* Christine .pre*- , 
tends to agree, and. ..secretly plans, to get rid of ..Ezra as,

x. . 86 -Eugene oiweillplays of Eugene . O’Weill,' f:";'.;;'-: .1rolo;.:'I;B.:' (hew; f o r k 1 ^ 4  ... - - - •



■ ', her•only way onto She persuades Adam.,and he: sends her
v . ; .

ph Lavinia and christine’s quarrel5 we find that .
the root of the jealousy and hatred in the family 'began;

/ with Christine8 s wedding night with Ezra. Evidently his
• puritanism made sex a sinful evil which turned Christine8s
love to disgust for him/:': phis disgust was extended, to
payiniag who ' was' conceived: during their 'honeymoon<, '■ Because
Bavinia felt rejected by her mother, she turned to her

. - father, and Ezra turned to. her / being rejected by
-Christine o Christ ine in turn put her •affections on or in,

; her son,' and he responded t o - her® ,
Ezra comes home to find layinia over joyed and

'V-Christine trying to be eiyil to him® i,avinla jealously
. h-; tries to,.keep him from'Chr is tine j, but he sends her to bed®
, 'ge is full of remorse for the sterility of their marriage
,-and wants to make it up now» After s eeing so much death

■ i n  battles, he realizes the value of life® But .Chris-
■ v tine8s ears are deaf and she can only abhor him, think-
V ing of strong, young Adam, who. loves her® Early , the next;'

morning she tells him. of her affair and who Adam really ’.
; ■ is, whioh^tirings on Ezra8 s' heart httacki instead of 
'• giving him, medicine, she gives., him the poison® ■; pavinia 

■: comes in- then 'and Ezra points at Christine gasping, 88ghe8s
guiity--not medicine« » Christine faints from the ■.'" 
strain ‘of this excitement, and yavinia finds the poison ..1 

.:U.,bOX® , ,1; ; ; ; y V-; ,; ■,- X ;•
The Hunted ■ -

• ' f f The chorus of townspeople are ironically observing

’ 1 S'?;■ pbid0 , p. €56 :■ : : " ;■ y ■ ■ ■ • ; : , . -' 1 ;': r" ; ' ;



that Christine ;was.;,-irer̂-:' grief-;etrielcen at the :funeral,'
•' and lav ini a' seemed co'ldi' -'Christine is in' continual horror 
of what lavinia is .going to do after finding ..the poison, ■ 
and is also distracted by lavinia *8,silently following her 
around every .minute,0 . To Christine s joy,: her son Or in " ' 
comes-.home, ; and . she- immediately ;' es tahlishes their- old 
relationship'of their alliance against the world, and ■ 
talk about going to the South. Sea Is lands nevertheless 
Or in is suspicious of Br'ant and shows great jealousy c 
As soon, as Christine has privacy with him, she tells him . 
a stbry;ahouttBrantthat he came tpigain Ezra9 s: influ- : y. 
ehce - in';his ■ shipping career, and added that lavinia i-S' - - 
going ■ insane $ telling;lies about her ,'. .Orin- believes her 
until, lavinia begins her reasoning, which is more con- 
vincingo Christine■'pleads with lavinia in desperation 
not to tell Or in the truth; or he will kill Adam arid: she 
would diet laviniay,takes the ::suggestion:;and pians'y'her.; -
revenge0 ' ' '■ y';; . - .- , ' -y 1 ' ' '. ' : - ;

■ I As lavinia predicted,'' Crir is tine goes immediately 
to Adam at the wharf and lavinia and Or in follow her<, : - 
Af ter hearing Chrisf ine .'.and - Adam kf ssing and talking .about 
the South Sea - islahdsy\ Oiiu shoots VAdamjas .sopri. . as,-'' V; 1., ; 
Christine has Iefto when they reach home, ,,Orin trium- 
'phantly .tells Christine .of their deed, showing the
■ riewspaperi story which blames the murder on thieves. In, 
his gloating over his' yictory over his rival, Or in does ' 
not notice how . deeply his. Mothril, is aff ected, until': he ' ; 
hears the,, shot in' her ;.r OSmo I'At;, the - r ealisa t idri that .he - 
has lost her, he reacts vlbleritly, blaming her. ■ suicide . . 
.on himself, and his mind begins declining® - ::

■ ..The Haunted. ' - ' .. • ' xv ' ' ' ' '■ : ' : ■ :, :x";. '
It is a.'-year . la^ of.'towns- ,

people are daring: each btheri to enter the haunted' house , x,



' 'when Peter and Pa.zel, childhood friends who' live near 
::■; pavinia and - O-hin _ arrive : t o . dlean f the house 0 . Then'' Or in 1;
' •and -Lavinia arrive , from, a .long, voyage which included a.- = ■ •. 
month on-the South Sea' Island'so.. pavinia has filled out, 
is wearing color,, and has "become her. mother in appearance 
and manners „ . Or in however, has becomethinner and like 

. .his ;;:father, hehauŝ ê̂  he; :is still haunted by hie guilt oyer} \ 
/ his-mother , and' terrifiee'' havlnih^ lesf;̂  should blurt' . ; 
■ out:; their crimes =, ̂ gjBecause of her' appearance and. her ’ ' 

being so motherly’to him, Orin has.transferred- his love. 
for hid mother to . lav.inia: so much that he is jealous of 
the.natives on the islands9 of peter, and refuses to let 
her marry peter0 , As lavinia hhs dreaded,, orin writbs:.

■" ' h history of the. - family- in an}attempt to .f oretell their v '
■ own destinieso iat ei 'he give sit to Easel to read in
case of his death dr pavinia*8 attempt to marry* But 
when ■Payinia promises to. do .anything if he'll take-it. 
backV -be does so and reveals; his incestuous desire’s ■ 
toward her* ■ Re pulsed r. she .screams "I hate, you.!-...p: wish 

• you were dead*" .Qrin is shocked 1 and crushed at first9 
thSn •Sees that his 'mother ' is talking^ through her and .•.

. . ., wants him to join hers. "Yes ! That would be justice^— ' ■
now you are Mother !.She is speaking.now through you! •
Yes ! . It 's the way to peace*— to find her agaih->-, 9 e Mother■' 
will be ..waiting■ for me there—  " : f - -; while peter: is with 

. pavinia. Or in ; goes into the study and they hear-the .shot 1 
At thiS9,'' pavinia changes, back to her' old military- seIf 9 :' 
detePmihed to win,over the curse'pf .the; wannons and find

88 pbido j p<, 166»
89 .'Ibid * 9 p«.l,66o
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■V''.' Tlae next •day,1 eli'nging' tn 'the villus ion: that she; 

odn :escdpe thd d#nnon onree d ̂  to >iaarny ■ petenJ p..
■immediately;, lest, he . slip ;'ftom>her.o When lie reasone that 
it is :.a poor time, at. Or in ̂ 8: funeral, she wants to seduce 
him and chain him to her ,.' desperately grasping at 
innocent 1 ore:6 . : At the height of her ■ hysterics she ories, . 
"Want me !; Take me, A d a m . Hep: wordsigar her into ■' 
sudden realization; and • realitye •hayiniaknows ■ then that, 
slie cannot :hare' happiness' until site . has suffered with v 
the Mannon ghosts in expiation, a punishment more painful 
than deatho TWith a; strange cruel smileyof gloating over
the .years of •self torture, ""' she turns into the house, .•;
' instructora heth'"And''■ tell::: Hannah■ to 'throw, out. all the •• ■ ■ qi -. - ; : ■ v ■■ ■ • ■ , '. v .. • . ■ : ■' 'flowers0 " .. po romantic, beauty will, 'mollify her .:
sufferingo 'v i"'.; ’ . , ' ' . ■ " ■ •. •

O'Weill achieves an Aeschylean grandeur by his .
use of the well-'know past •of the Civil War, the setting. ;
of uew•England, and Puritanism; he also achieves his
effect by' char a. cf er izing'- hi S. ̂ pe;o pi e :wi.th life-like ' masks. .'
and .using' a gre'ek-like. temblb for their home» All the
Mannons have thiS: mask quality, 'which is- described as
the "repose of i/being .not 'living•■ flesh .'but a wonderful : • '
life-like . pale maskV " f .These' .masks symbolize the living-* '
death of the Mannoiis' because of their isolation, and • ' •
' detachment from other people ,, .and possibly their puritan
. prideo. The house seems- to. have, incorporated the. family
curse; Ghristine especially,hates it: "it appears more.
like - a sepulchre i.«, i pagan. 'temple; front stuck- like ; a 'mask :

Ibid., p.' 177:o y" '
- - 91 Ibid, , p0 178. ' • ' . . . ' . ; ' :

, 92 Ibido, p« 9o , : - .



On: furii'an gray, ugliness ! had torn it- down 'and '
rebuilt it after "David bad "sinned” there, but evil . ■
'rejaained:; neverthelesso> v;

. The flaws contributing to fhe tragedy of the 
Fannons are for the mo'st p'art; pdritanis'm and pride» ’ lew 
England Puritanism.meant to 01 Sei 11 _■ 1 ife-rden 1 al? intol
erance 9 and a. narrow' code ' Of ethics and' morals which, 
.suppresses all natural love, beauty,, and- development of 
the selfo Bedaube.of their Puritanism, Abe and Ezra had 
no. mercy for pavid .and Marie, which brought on Adam's . 
revenge; because of his sex guilt, Ezra disgusted •Chris
tine:' and.; braught;Oh tjie jealousy . and hatred that destroyed 
his family0 Each of ■ the family- shows: some Puritanism. :
■ > / ■ .in addition to': thel Puritanism; is-'a. -great family. 
pride, proven,.'by their, many • family, portraits in the. rooms 
ofiEzra! s . ancestors;and"-oneiof (Ezra'::in his judge.' s.,. robes:. 
The iatter portrait is continually , judging sternly from
' thei'wall.lin his study,which''members' -of ' the family point .1 
at in awe or accusation,, Because of pride and fear of 
scandal, each of' the- family tried to' suppress what \ 
happeneda..1 And from family, pride - came a great, sense of . 
'vindictive, justice and egotism, iavinia continually • 
insists that what- she is doing is her duty to the family*...

As a release, from the horror of hatred, jealousy, 
and guilt., each one df the family turns to the South sea .. 
Islands as a symbol of peace, security,' beauty, and free-,: 
dom' fr-om. sin« The natives' of the islands represent 
sinless love, which fascinates '.Lavihia,. for she only .; '
■ knew the -puritan concept of love. Another possible 1 
symbol of release is the song. Shenandoah, sung by Seth , • 
and .a chantynian Ifo: dne''ever f inds the -peace of the • ■ 
islands .except by death, for'the Fannons.are too much
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ventangeled; in complexes and. perversions, which overcome 
: even laviniBo :• ’ .h . .

.' I will consider havinia as • the central tragic 
:Vheroine of.Blectra and examine each of the important 
characters as an inherent part,, of f and contributing to,

: the tragedy^ '-t ̂ :
.' peter and Hazel are two young healthy people 

around twenty years old, described as "frank, innocent,' . .. ■ ' ' QA ■ ' ' ' .. ■ - - ' ■ . ■ ■ •.. amiable and goodo " - They grew up. with Orln and lavinia. 
land hope.to marry the MannonSo Beyond their use as 
/ contrasts to' the. complex' Mannqns,/who'are far from 
healthy and' simple, and their' use as a • sort of chorus 1 
.' to . attend; the funerals and feel /sympathetic1, :they, have 
little part and. are not real peopleo Seth has/ a. little 
of the.Mannon mask in his face, but is only the'choruso 

; - Mam Brant inherited his mother»s. simplicity more than 
his father/.'s morbid 'complexity, although he had the • .1 
Manhon maskhlike face which, with his uniform, inspired " - 
the,fatal love of both Christipe and Laviniac The Hannon . 
family.stands out above' the rest then, in intensity of - 
emotions, complexity of character, and 'general 
/superiqrjhtyi:/i;':f'i'.\:d ' 1 ■ •. ' '̂f/;" ' - ’ .
■ . ; 'Ezra is ̂ fifty, oaffie8 /hims elf in a natural 
military manner, but,is stiff and wooden; his voice is 
hollow with a repressed quality, "as if he were 

; continually with-holding emotion from itl"^^ , ■ , /,
Ezra seems cold and unfeeling because he had 

hardened himself, to his.•disappbinfed ;in his- marriage>: 
Because Christine was disappointed in him and turned

94 Ibido, p, l,2o
95.. Ibido ,■ ,po. 4-6o.
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from 'him inpuritan-: disguf 1 9 .he:knew he vl:0si her love $
"and be canse - of ■his own pur itahism and natural. inhibitions^ ; 
he could only suppress his frustrations and could not 
conmiunicate with Christine tto correct the: sterility of 

" their marriage* ' "Something- queer in me keeps me mum -
about' the things •̂d; : like moSt; to :say-rkeeps me hiding' , - . ' 
'■ the; things I ’ d- like -1o; showi w .he; conf essed to her* ̂ ;. 
pef or e' Or in was b ofnhe went to - the h/rexican war, hoping . 
to be killed because Christine did not love him* .Then 
he threw.himself into".his work and civic offices* Since.. 
he ■ was re jected by - Christine 9 ^zra turned to bavin ia„ - - : .
'"1 was hardly alive for you::(ohristiho.),v.any 'more0: 1 saw:-. .■
that* - .' I tried not to hate brlh= " I:ttirned'' to. v i n n i e - 
but-a daughter’s not a wife a-”

When Ezra pomes home from the,War, he has decided • 
that hemust stop; escaping his problem, and. bring it ;out • 
to .Christine in -an attempt.to.:.renew the lbve which they - 
. had betdre' they ̂ married:* •. It -takes a tremendous, •amouht. . •' / 
of humility arid, courage ;f:.or;him to open his heart., for 
it is the first time .in twenty-some years that he has ;; •'
done so, and he shows much embarrassmento He had always 
known the puritan'concept■of; lifer?iooking toward death?\ '
he '.explained to her ; bdt on the battlefield, "Death made '' ■-
mlUinroriiriv "98 ; '' :- :f' '■ ;;-; - f
. ■ '  We discover when they begin quarreling in - the 
early morriing after his arrival, that Christine«s disgust 
■ throughout their marriage made,him.feel lustful and sin-■■ 
■ful'i hence, both of them are guilty of. letting Puritanism ■ 
destroy, their marriage and the happiness of 'their childrenv

i 96 .Ibido, n„. 55o , r".' . : ; ; V: ;.■
i.v-;: ?T:'' ihid a-, po 5 5 * ; ■ "f; ' ' ’. ‘ '' -Z- .
.. \ ibid.l,,;:-p*;:, 55° . , ;!■- .;f;: ; .



When dhristine: contiinues to react to his pleas for a.; -
renewal of love with cold hatred, Wzra know it is hope
less s "T tore my insides out .for'you— thinking you’d 1 . 
understand» By Cod,, I’m an old fool! ” - ne senses .her 
wish f or f.hfs /death. ;and; pr oh ahly w is he a for it too* .

izra has' the''stature' of an aristocratic man -and 
is .judge, mayors, and' general; he is typical as a man in 
the -Aristotelian sense,- hut has deeper passions. Torn 
with bitterness because of the .loss of Christine’s love, 
.he was thwarted by ^
and because-, of pride could only/putihis energy into, civic 
duties o 1 He is a better mah when.' he dies, however-, having 
had a new awareness of himself, and having faced reality 
and actively fought against the unoompromising forces , 
of time and hatred * one -'can pity, him/because when he - 
finally makes a heroic .effort to communicate and ex-cress. , 
his longing for her love, he is. only, rebuffed by a woman 
in love with another man, ' - , : : / .

/Christine is.forty but appears younger, has a 
:voluptuous figure, dresses well, and has beautiful hair 
of a, peculiar bronze color, which all the men admire*. - ,.
. -fa vlnia ihhef 11 e d' this/hair, but pulls-: It bh c k -t o : d e s t r oy. 
any/resemblance to her mother, ./;.:: -, ; / ;

Christine's first.mistake.was marrying without . - 
iove/' "I loved, him pnceT.-befOre --I married him™ ' 
incredible as., that seems now!- He was handsome in his , 
lieutenant ’s uniform.'! ■ He. was silent and mysterious- and
romantic!-' Buf marriage soon turned his romanoe info—. - . - ■' . " 1 00 ' ■■ ' " - ■■ : ■'■ ■ . /"-■ '. . ■■ : ■ ■ : /- '- ' ' disgust!" . ,- Her infatuation was not love, as proven ,
by her inability to forgive- bar husband and father of
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' ■ her bhildr^ inept virgin on their Wedding :
 ̂ night? Sather 'than face reality and try to improve the -' . 
. 'hithatipnj Christine rejected'both husband. and- child.of .• 
. their honeymoon (lavinla) and' turned to her son Orinj 
driving .everyone , toifrustratidnjand perversion^ when 
bavinia and .izra talked Qrin into joining the army9 . ■
Christine never forgave them for taking.him away from 
her; then she snatched at Adami-who looks like -Orl#, as .

: she, axplainsito bayinia::! dwell- X.hope,, you realize;-.'i ... -■
never would have fallen in love.vwlth id am if .I'd- had Orin . 
with mea. . When he had gone there, was nothing left— but
hate and a desire to be revenged-—and a longing for love! .. . " ■ ■■ - : 101 And it was then T met Adam., I saw he loved me-.-»

, She was too immature to love and understand her .•
husband, and turned her perverted love on Orin, ruining 1
his chances for a healthy, normal lifeo Orin shows
;absolutely no love for Hazel, • the neighbor girl who hopes
to marry him, and resents being pushed toward her0 , Early
in the play, clristihe tries to marry him off to Hazel
to get him away from'bavinia (who knows about the poison)
and to free herself to marry idamo But orin resents it,
and tells her that the only reason he went around With .
Hazel: was- to make his mother iealous ! They, had the if
\,oWn.rlittle: world together s y \, 1- •vl.y:-;' y 1;;

, Christine's I ooBui we8 ve always been so close, you . 
and x, X feel you are really— my. flesh, and blood! , 
She isn’t! vghe is your father’s! ' You're a part

; ■ ' or me ! . '' j:' : ■' % ' " , . - - . '
• ' Orin % Yesi I feel that too, Mother!

;1" Ohrist.ihe s ' o o o We had . a secret little world of our
own in the old days, didn' t. we?--whlch ho one but 

, ' . ■ us knew ab.outc . j '
-' 'prins' you bet we did ! Ho . iffanhons allowed .was our 

;,pasa 'I :,y

101 Xbido,, pay5i<»
102 Xbid.,' \ po .84,o
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-' -: ■ s' :what-vour fatMr and Ylntiie,dould' never forgive iis!105 ' • : 'V:
■ Such immaturity anii:pefversion. is' unf orgiveable ! .. .. ■ ' •:

■ :;.' ;; .■ Since Lavinia'•'was bdrn ;of■. izra ’-s • ’>:l'us19;t: Ghrls-: ' V
■ '' t ine, 're jected her •... "You were always. my, we del ing.night, to . ■ 
.me— and ' my honeymdoli!11 : '  ̂ijaylnla always suffered . tier :

'• rejection: n8o' I was born; of ybur : disgust r; Irve always ; . ;
guessed that s • Mothers-ever since I was . 11 ttls^bwhen I: . '. ri-v':;

' ■ .used; ,tp oome to' you— with, love-ybut you would always' push 
. me . away * ' If ve felt. it • ever since -I. can r emmber--y our -
• disgust! .Oh,/ I hate you* ■ it'ts only right I:/Should hate Y
/! you!" : • When asked: why she d idn * t reject : Or in too 9 . ' •■ ■■'■•.• .
; 'Ohhtstihe..explaihs .;that he :sebmed vail hers; Ezra..was at j
, war And., when Or in whs born' he seemed my child 0 • .;Y,:

Oertainly rOhristi'ne /desefves to have love in her 
, 'lifebut it. is unf or turiat e - that she: didn’t give Ezra a : 
chance i, their 'Puritanism and pride cut off . the possibili- •.
tieSo. We might, . pity' her f or the''.f act that when she was '. -
able to love a. man:/ it was impossible. to have him because:

■■ Of her:: past :s inst against her .familŷ  or in in his per- Y /
. verted love., for her- could not: allow her to love anyone • ■■ . 
else; lavinia in her intense love for her father could' 
not allow having him'hurt, 'OhrlStlne *s 'immaturity/ pride9 

:: and - Puritanism'destpoyed all.: Charices. for love« '. When she .: -
: -died, she knew : she. could not have love, I find no
...spiritual awakening or exaltation in her defeat, Y ! '
'Y- ' • Orin resembles his father, but his mouth shows'
' oversensitiveness and. his chin is refined and weakened, .'

: . V- ■' 103/Ibid;, / p,085, - . ',iY-'- ».YY . : ''O': - '
- i o 4 , ^   ̂ o;,):;

• ' ■ -■ - Y 105 IbidY j, pv." 31o' ' ' ; - -  ■; y: Y . j
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When 'his carriage is soldierly, it is unnatural$, and he 
speaks with a preoccupied' airo^^ Or in inherited his ' 

" mother *s emotional instability, and was completely under 
her thumb all his lilei Between Christine1s mothering .

.1 and Bavinia8s bossing, he had no mind of his own; how- 
eirerl, later in the play he shows deeper perception than 

■ ■ layinia in un.derstanding' the-famiiy0:
The-- only ef fe.ct lire thing Or in did was to follow 

• Lavinia’s orders and, spurred by his Jealousy of Adam, '
1 kill Adam; in a cowardly'way— shooting him ,by surprise • - 
,in the backs Re admitted that his "heroism" in the .
war was -a pure accidentthat/held, got ten delirious and ; 
ran out toward the enemy,. bringing; foilô zers.<>, :

. 'when' Christine ■ commits; 'sule.ideOrin blames it 
. on-:his boasting? "Why■didn't I let her believe burglars, 
killed, him? She'.wouldn.'p' have:; hated ''miythen! She would . 
have forgotten him! She1 would have turned to met % 
murdered her! " ■- . This shock begins his mental break
down which leads, to his own. death* ' , .. : ■ 1

Orin' was '.weak because of . his. Oedipus complex and 
;entire dependence on Christine; when Lavinla refused to ■ 
replace his mother, he couldn't face.life. But Just 
before he dies he gains a; victory over .his terrible • 
jealousy, . After tavinia screams her hatred and suggests 
suicide, he sees it as his only way for expiation of his. 
crime? "Mother.! Do you know what ■. I’ll, do then? : i’ll 
get on .ray .knees .and' ask your forgiveness?—and say—  (his 
mouth grows convulsed, as if be were wretching up poison)
1111 say, J ’m glad you: found, love, Mother !'; • I *11 wish

107 Ibid.,, py' 73.
108 Ibid,, p. 114. 
109'Ibid., p. 124.
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: ■■■ v ;. v." ; n o  : .yoti .happlness^-yoy,. and. M a m »11 ; . : with • these words he

: thas pyeropme his j e a l o h s y C h r i s t i n e  and. 
leads to'' his' own deaths he is exalted over his coming• 
atonement and expiation of his sins<> '

Lavinia is twenty-three.,, thin, angular, with stiff 
■ movements, dressed in plain black clothes.■ Her voice is '

' .flat and dry. and ahe..hasn^t a touch of. feminine allufe-- V' 
mento Only /during part of "The' Haunted" is she
attractive o' One can see that she tries to look like her 
father and not to look like her mother; when'Adam suggests 
her resemblance, to ..Christiney iiavinia fiercely denies 
if,. When Christine is ..dead/''howeverbavinia seems to ,

: have gained a new freedom as if she had been in a prison■
'for twenty-three !years of hatred and iedlousy, and was 
suddenly liberatedo Qxin recognizes how much she,has 

; become like •Ohristine after their;voyage; her soul "grew •
' like' Mo the r ’ s .i's pul— as if you were stealing \bef8--as' if 

' her death had set ■ you 'free.o " , ! . ■ .f, .'
bavinia'inherited only her mother’s looks |. from 

her father she gained strength of character, independence,
. and emotional .stability.p Though she had an Electra 
complex, she' wasj.'abie to have a natural love, for ' Adam. ' '- 
ghe 'was Meterffiihed .:that. fus^tee :.be' done, . arid vwas; Inde
pendent enough to stand' alone,,against the. world..if. . 
necessary. Though she was torn with jealousy and^hatred? . 
she pursued her ends and took the loss of her father and 

.. brother, andvher.'. ow^.^ unflinching, courage. ■;
yyf :.. in her . strength she ibecame . dulte aggressiye 'as' a 

child.. Her mother recognized how much she was competing f 
with, her: . "I’ ve ; watched, you ever since . you were little,

;c n o  ibidr,. p, 166. ;;y' " .
Ill Ibid., p.-IQ. .

' 112 Ibid., p. 141« f'l : . 1;.;
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trying to .do ezadtly- re doillg. ho#i,' Ton* ve : tried,
to become the wife of your father and the mother of Orinr 
'•■you’ye- always schemed to steal my place ! " When ' - ■
lav-inia sneaks up on Ezra/ and Christine the: night he 
■ arrived ,■'. yhile he/' is hugging her/on the' porch, lavinia . 
shrinks back as if she had caught her hushahd;';with • 
another.'womans and we wonder/if/she’isn't' competing too 
much and just needs a/whipping! yet we f or give '• her when 
we see how much she needs loveoutside their window she ■ 
says . in. anguish? "1 hate you! - you steal even Pa the 3̂ ̂ s ' 
love front me ' again! /you ':stole :allv loVe :'fromhne when I /'• ■
wa.S born! =«, o Oh Mothei?! Why have yoii done this to me? : 
■What harm had f done you? (with passionate disgust) : '
Father / how can you. love that shameles’s harlot

. . The'S e: last" #ord s: 'Ihdicat e ■ lavinia'' s,share- of . 
Puritanism in the family? / Because ’sex was: sinful to her?'• 
it made/her mother a : ’’vile .woman? ̂ a harlot for her •/ : 
affair with .Adamv' Her kissing Mam especially bothered "
— 5 . ' ./'y . ' ■ - . ■ ■
■ 1;: ■ . t i e h e r  right, to, take: the . '
law into her own hands, , in .the:i,name/of ' iustice and ■ 
family duty, .. she/;Wrders Adam ind, destroys . her. mother ... 
and brother. One wonders.if she is trying to convince /> 
herself/too, ■that itvis■ jiistic.e,/as #Adam dies ("He paid 
the jUSt ■penalty for his crime, . /you;, knhw it was ./''/;'/ r.. /' '
: j u s t i c e 9 as her mother commits suicide (implacably 
to herself? "It is justice and .as Qhin •. goes/to' . .
die, he. says in agreement with, her? "yes! . That would

113 Ibid.pvp, 33.
114 Ibid, pi 57« ■ •
115 Ibid,'? p̂  99° 
■116 ibid/ ?- p, 122, 
117 Ibid,, p. 123/



"be justice * But / rauqh. s.s.: she justifies herself for' .
; her actionss, Christine and Orin point but her. real 
motivesg :whuch Bâ /lhia' dehies with guilty confusion,- :

. Christine knew it was love for' i'd am« ''What a. fraud you 
•'are 9 'with your. talk of your f at her and .your duty!, ,,, YOu 
wanted Adam Brant yoiirself! Or in too recognized it %
"You know damned well", that "behind all your pretense about
Mother1s murder being' an act of justice was your jealous' ■ . • . ■ •, . , • - ' ■ ■. i on " ' ../-."V. ■ ^hatred ! <, o , you wanted Brant for ■yourself !M. "' Throughout
the play she is agitated , or gives; a '-start. wheh someone-..

 ̂ mentions Adam, .Hence-. justice,and' duty, with Puritanism
and family; pride, may he her- conscious .motiyes, witb the 

; underlying motives;of jealousy and hatred,
Lavinia- was' qnite; satisfied, with her vengeance 

on her mother; and 'felt, that with .their trip to the last' : 
to forget the past 9 she and, Orin could' lead a normal '

: • life. All she had to dolls have- Quin marry Hazel and 
; she marry peter, both of whom are sp/honest, clean, and

simple that she and orin can become.like them. But Orin 
is not able to;love anyone but his mother or Lavinia,.

■ • and in his guilt wants Bayluia .to' send him to his 'punish
ment, • Qrin was under no illusions; he recognized that 

; they W d  . to share in the; Mannon. curse too, He suggests
to Lavinia that , she, murder himj as their mother murdered 
their father % "Can’t you see I’m now in • lather ’"s place,

• and you’re Mother? That’s the evil destiny out of.the
past I haven’t dared predict., " Against her will9 she

;wishes for. his death,;and when he does die,. she almost. ■

. 116 Ibid, , p, .166, I-'' ;' - " "
. ': 119 ibid,, p, :; W  V ' \
-, ■ 120 Ibid, 9 p, 154 , ; p;, . 1; :

121 Jbid, s, p, 155o • '
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' ' breaks.- With a "terrible effort .of .willr -she controls '..
, herself and defies’: the Mann oh: curse, speaking:., to their

portrai.ts., "and denies being- a T̂ annon as her only way to , ,
escaping the curse % “I'm Mother's daughter— not ohe/::6f : -a 
you. »1"22 ' ' a ' '.'/’-'k'l'.'.i

But or in's death, which she sent'him. to, crumbles . 
her illusion of her own Innocence; she changes from, the 
;feminine, ■beautiful copy of her mother,to her old plain '.
self., She is as if “dead"' again, without: a. right to ' . . ' 
liye.. yet she' is not beaten and makes a last effort, to 1
find, happiness through peter. But her .enthusiasm and •
suddeh display of passion frightens peter,'and when she ' ■ 
calls him "Adam, “ she knows, it 'is futile: “Alwavs. the'
dead .between! it 's no good trying any more.. “ : ;■ . y *

■'...l’.',;'':-'‘.iayiiiia.' whs very jealous, hating, vindictive, . ’ ;■
■ - and domineering? yet,she loved'her father and Adam as '
. ..strongly as she hated her mother. She was an ideal
heroine as far as . being • ind ivldual is t iccourage busand:

" alone in her struggle. There, is no flinching "as each ' ’ . '
' of her family, falls, nor is there.'sentiment over her own , . :
: . '. fate. With .the determination of a general, she follows ; : 

through vvhat she believes is right. - .With her - obsession ■ ’ ,
: y to avenge her father andpunish her. mother, •- coupled with ' 
p’"':'.;\’her.' #  Adam, she- bplngs^bef own fall, per doom,’; ,
. became inevitable when, she gave her mother .no choice, but 
to. murder pzra in order to.-have. Adam. " , .

Lavinia was not spiritually broken when she ,
. entered - the. Manhoh house for :fhe/last time; .she lost; the ' . ’
■ ' possibility, for a normal.happy :: life, but ’.she; realized ;; ’■
■ that possibility was, only an illusibn. - Pather - she : .

122 Ibid., p. 168. 
125 Ibld&u p, ’177.



exalted In.her' self punishment'5 with a "cruel smile of 
gloating ;ovef the• years of self-torture! one .might
accuse her of' iaa s o chi a 11 c iao 11 ve s | however with an exami 
nation of her strength of character throughout the play9 
this is the' logical ehdiee' ■ for herself«; ghe; herself 1 '' 
could not escape her terrible justice, which .Clark 
indicates ."i'll her natural, instincts, thwarted "by a , ';
maniacal desire for.vengeance, have turned in upon her. 
This is her fate, and she:•marches t o a doom which, is .
actually inesdapahle, Truly9 mourning becomes
I,aviniat'? ■ u; " ■ ' .' , f.

: 0 ’ ueill’s original problem was to: achieve a , ’
• modern psyehologicai approximation of the greek sense of 
fate which an inteiiigent audience of/today, having no •

; belief'in gods or moral retribution, could accept and be 
moved by. instead of gods telling orin what he can do 
and finally driving him mad,: it.is psychological moti
vations.. that influence lavinia*suctions, and guilt that 
drives orin mad = : The family curse is begun by a quarrel 
as in the presteia, and fate in the form of Puritanism 
and family pride, along with the emotions of jealousy,
: hatred,. and vengeancedestroy each one of the f amilyo 
'O’TP ill also mentioned the lack of tradition and 
absolute values, today; but the iiannon«s adherence, to 
justice and duty, a self-imposed law, fills this needo 
0 ’iseill was also successful in awakening pity and fear 
in. the..audienceo ' / , , ' .‘t: . ' •

Sach one of the Mannpns,experienced a reversal,
: discovery, and..suffering, layinia the most fully = G1*in8
death broke her illusion' of her innocence; her calling



Peter •”Adam" was her discovery• that .she, miist suffer for 
her guilt; and she discarded . peter .and'.the flowers' to - ' 
suffer alone. Throughout the - play there are;'hints..of 
. the ihevitalility of. each one•’s dooms'-. Ezra, senses ohris 
"tine’s, wish for his death; Christine says-she will kill 
herself if Adam,'dies; she senses that she won’t see Adam 
again, before he is shot;'; Or in, looking at Adam's body,
. sees himselfo - Often they threaten each other, saying 
"look out," or . "take care,." trying to. .control their 
fierce, emotions= There are also times when the possi
bility for happiness'yhppearsi'AWhieh makes the tragedies 
all the more striking» the"islands offer peace and. 
happiness; .chrieflne-;-and.; Adait•■wepldf huvefrun away .but . • 
f or :t)rlh'« s vengeance.; pavinia would have married, 'peter ' 
but for her, dis illus iohment».; : :

' - Bach of'the Mannohe had intense passions which
nothing could mollify« l,ayinia; stronger ' than the •fest, 
struck down opposition with her terrible;vengeance and 
eventually brought' her. own fall'® .All the family shared, 
in the same, flaws; fate in the form of Adam caused the 

■ already fermenting pot of passions to explode and drown 
• each Mann oh® : v'- . f:- ;

' v:. yCla "a .tearless,;tragedy,..remote
detached,.august, artfully shaped, cunningly devised, 
skillfully related and magnificently, conceived®" ':.p '
certainly agree, 'eSpe’claily that ■ it is a "tearless '' , 
tragedy®", There is no sentiment or pathos in-this'drama 
rather .than; t ears-, " there ■ 1 s sho ck and horror and a 
feeling of inevitability:- of phe event following another.. 
into ul timate ' d obm ® • . We fear for each - of the ivrann.ons,. •. ■ 
yet know it is their destiny ..to suffer; - we pity each one



for ■ a fall greater than he deserves«■" The .most;heroic? 
however, is Tavinia,. whose strength, courage, and deter-:: 
mination have'beeii indicated many; timesc, She. is ; the most 
exalted Sannon,.'who - ends , a much wisher - woman than , when 
we . met her. . ■ ' t ■ > " •  v ' ', . :; /. ■'
‘ . O’heill said one -1 ime, "Bevenge is the suhoon-
sclous motive for the individual’s behavior with the rest 
of . societyo Revulsion drives a man to. tell other's of . 
his'sihsoooit is-the Furies w1thin - us that - seek.to ' ' "-
destroy u s > jn ail my plays sin is punished and 
redemption takes place = „.»vice and virtue can not live -
side hy side0,n̂ ^' ' This is expecially true in Mourning ■
Becomes Flectra* ■;    , ' ' V

. Flectra is indeed; â :great; podern tragedy and" 
O’Feill .was. as’ near to success as possible in writing , 
a. tragedy patterned after :thaf of the ancient 'Greeks 
It is: a drama; which t err if i e s us ’ b e cause it; -is ;so;. 
realistic - and about typical people like us, and stirs , - '
our deepest emotions because, having the same feelings 
to a less extent, we. know, what: they\ suffer» - 'We witness 
a,.gieat;'-struggle,:of man’S/ basib; passions and, learn what:, 
terrible, just ice and vehgeance -can come from our flaws. 
yet these people become nobler, with a new awareness, -
exalting the .dignity : ox:mankind?

127 Bowen, p0 309°



: ' \ The i-eematn. gometh '■. „ ■ ,
"■'■'v,;' :':';;':: Y (A'4:&) - - : _ :: : _::: ' ' \ ;:':
• - The theme of-'The iceman oometh is that when the
illusions oh self-images'that keep people alive are re
vealed' to the# as mirages, and-they are forced to face . 
their real selves , ■ death - result8= These , illusions come 

. from guilt and' self-hatred 'because the men have failed to 
be worldly successes,f .failed themselves, or their loyed 
one s o l?or some weakne s s wi thin themse Ives ,■ theirdr earns
have shattered, and they have- come .to Harry Hope«s saloon
to convince themselyes and others that they were success
ful,. and that as soon as thing's get straightened up:, ' •
they«11 go out again and do;great things1 Hence these 
men live in the Yesterday: and Tomorrow, but Today,is 
misty in the delirium of alcoholo parry glade,the 
principal- character,- s ays with sympathetic humor ? »»It * 11 • 

. be a great day for . them, tomorrow— the ueast of All'

. pools, with brass bands 'playingt i Their ships will come -' 
in, loaded to the gunwales with cancelled regrets and. 
promises'fulfilled' ahilciean slates and new leases;
These illusions are. their,only'hold'on life,- which parry 
explains to parritt» "pon? t waste your pitya They;' 
wouldn’t thank you for ita- They manage to get drunk, 
by hook or crook, and keep their pipe, dreams,, and that«s 
. all they ask of life* i«ve never known more eontented •

" : o r - " 1 2 q  : ' ■ ■■ ■ : ; . .. ' ..
■ 0*116111 said, »i knew «em alio l»ve known «em

all for yearso '8^^ pe describes jimmy the priest 8s

, : ; 128■ Eugene O'Felils. The plays ■ of Eugene O’leill., '' (#w York, igiTyr^'r3T8." y-:.. .
: 129 Ibid., pa, 594.  ;

. 130 Bcwenjlpo 310, . ; , y . ' ■’." .I : :



saloon in' wew. Tofek:, whioti; la' :tEe oour o0 of Barry Hope^s . J 
saloon in The . Iceman Oometlig M jinraiy the priest»s : t.
certainly was ' a hell-hole 0 e <, it was awful» The house was 
almost coining dOwn and the principal housewreckers were 
vermin^ QlHeill paid. • only three dollars a month rent
. and 'the bocupantS 'were aoldesperatel that-' one. roommate 
jumped out of a window, jn 'the ,iceman.g. Larry describes 
the saloon to parritt; ' :"Wbat is -it? It's the po Chance 
galponl it's' Bedrock par, the End of the Line cafe, the 
• Bottom of the Sea Rathske11er!,,two one here■has., to worry 
about where they're pro ins; next., because there' is no- '.. . •
farther they can go, " - y . : . -.p - ' .

' • we find that 'iceman begins as a comedy and ends 
as a tragedy, . it begins with the barflies plotting for 
another free drink and threats from Harry'Hope' of kicking 
them ont if they, don61, pay their rent, and all the has^ 
beens humoring each • other .about • their illusions, ■. f • y 
; , : Larry glade and wugo Kalmar used to be anarchists
Hugo believes he still is in the Movement, and is waiting 

. for;the'call to the revolution; throughout the play he .
bursts out of his drunken stupor with variations of, ,

I iHello,leedle mohkey-'f aces ! Stupid; bburgeousie 1. , :
'. capitalist svihe.!,,, (then haughtily) This champagne is 
not properly iced!,,,(then pleadingly) pon't be a fool. 
Buy me a tpink,tu But no one takes him seriously. He
also reminds them of the willow trees where they will

; sit and drink wins1 as a' paradise •to borne,- Larry con-y 
■ s'id;6rs.'hlmself. ah .the cynipal ';grahdstahd; 'philosopher . p': 
detached, .from life., and waiting only for death, wetjoen 
and Lewis fought each other in Africa; wet joen is

■ • • ' 151 Louis . palodyme g '. *'0' Fe'lll' Lifts; ‘the f' Curtains
:'; '; on 'His Early pays^ " Timesf wew York,;• p e c 2.11924,

. “ 152 Plays.,, y o l . Ill, p/587. ' • • ' ' Vi
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confi.dent tihat his strength will warrant him a job any- 
wherey and . Lewis knows the oonshlate has ■a;' .job .for himo ‘
::'jiBjily omorroW'̂  . was ;a ;Boar' war d&orrespondent' who liyes'' .
.on the;sorrow of the •forsaken lover, when actually she :
■ left.-him. because he was a drunkard•. Willie Oban is a,-1. 
Harvard Law ,&lumnus who/ will be put; on the T)oi, staf f 
.when, he ■shows them his brilliant recordo" ; dbe used to '
. have .a ; |tegrof gambling house and everyone thought he.-was y-
■ "white..f!-|. tomorrow he'll start :another ohe.h.. :L̂  addition ■■ 
there is Mosher the circus mans MeG-loih the ex-policeman;
. Rocky, who has a stable of: two .professional .women who .V 
are hot whores, nor is he a pimps, he says; Cora and 
Chuck;,' who;.:ar e going to -get' married rand, hot.-s treetwalk '■ y' 
o r1 hr ink 1 anymo r e ;.an&'Harry Hope, who will take a walk y y ■ -'■;• 
■around the’ward for■the first time in twenty years*.
■ ::.y|.ct Qne opens with the, derelicts, ih their Contin-
■ual drunken stupor,'plotting to get another free drink .
. from'good-natured .Hope .and teasing each other about •.their y . 
pipe dreams« They are anticipating R6pe *s .:birthdayy party 
given as usual by Rickey, the hardware salesman, who 
comes 'yearly to. ..celebrate ■ with 'themo - yThere is. a newcomer, . 
Bon parritt, • a young■man who came from the.yest coast 
after his mother; add friends of the. Anarchist .Movement V ': 
were recently. •-J-ail.edc, T-ie seeks help and morale' from .■' : y: 
Larryi a former, gyndicalist^i.nar.Chist "who■ onee loved 'y;
. parritt * s mother. •,yRickey f inally arrives, but they notice • 
a' change' in hisy attitude.;, ip stead' of drinking", with • ' y . . y 
them and. joking, he has" theymystic rapture of a minister'' y■ 
with a newly-fouhd: .discovery .about: life. Because he has l . 
found peace,y he wants them to find it through disillu
sionment. H© begins "preaching" to each one about their ’ . 
illusions and theyyretreat:- with resentment and suspicion. • 

The Second Act- finds them;duarrelsdmeyafter. a - ■ 
night ffghtingy. Hickey«s - sermons ,;y:- and . they" ar e be ginning;



to accuse each other that their pipe .dreams-'are lies.
This inood :of uneasiness and defensiveness' builds up as u
TTickey- cheerily preaches to .the - angry, .sullen., g r o u p ;  ::v 
Hickey'S ' theory 'is that if : they,-,'%ili go . out into the ' 
world and try to do what they!'ve. been saying they'll do, ', 
they'll fail, but come back relieved and happy to know 
they won't have the nagging Tomorrow-bothering them, and 
they won't care: any.;moreb , However they fight him all . ..
. theway 'bepause'. if there 's anything they don't want, it1 o. 
the truth about themselves; they know Tomorrow is only 
a pipe dream and are deathly '.afraid of the falsity of 
if y and. don«t; want: to, prove it. _ The -guilt and self- . . V- 
hatred: is.intolerable and they can escape it only through 
illusion and alcohols .. y M . y
;"u %n the ' third act Hickey pushes each one out into
the frightening world and waits', for. their return; they ' . •
do return,' very broken. . The, jobs aren't there and the 
fpiends hover 'existed̂  pride and confidence are gone-, 
joe .Or awls in' humility v ('"If .you objects to my sit tin' . ' , 
here',- Captain, just tell- me and I pulls my - freight.
Hope is pale and shaken to death, . as 'even Bugo'notices i - . 
"7hat ’.s'; matter, Harry-?:: you look funny. - you look dead..
• t  don't- know you.."1^̂  . They turn...their self-:cOhtempt ahd: - 
hatred' on:: pach ' other; and especially on Hickey. Even the . , 
liquor has failed to let them escape, has lost its kick. ■ 
Hickey.begins to wonder if his theory is right, and in- "' 
trying, to explain how he got the theory, begins confessing 
. that Evelyn vwas -shot,. murdered,/ ■ '. , • . ' . ' ,,; '
. in-the last act Hickey,'t'ells 'all his- story, in

Spite of everyone protesting -because, they want Rickey ; - 
as.he used to be. The story of the iceman being Evelyn's. ;



lover-was only wishful thinking<> He - and Ivelyn loved ) '
each other , hut, he, 'cduldnlt control his drinking and,. .
carousing on his salesman :trips$ he' hated himself for g :
hurting her,'espeoiaily'because she forgave him- instead '
of leaving him= .He found he' had to kill. her to stop '
her''suffering, and laughed With,great relief„ saying, ,
; "Well, you know what ' you .can do with your '.pipe dream ’. .
now, .you dadin'ed hitch! (He sfons' with a horrified' start,
as if shocked out of a nightmare)" " ' These words gar. v i
him into sudden realization just as. .Tjavinia,’s words,
"Take me, Adam!" jarred her» When Hickey realizes
what he Said, he appeals.' to them, saying he. was insane
at! ,the: -timev: tHereii.S;;'fhe. turn of the drama-, Hope ' sees
a new light f or' himself and the rest % • ' . '
■ I • Who the hell cares? (Then suddenly he looks' at 

. Hickey and there is ah extraordinary.change in his 
. .' expressionc y His face . lights up, as if he. were ' 

grasping at some dawning hope in his mind = He . - 
speaks with a groping eagerness) ■insane? ; you i: ' .'

: ;■meanê you-'weht 'really insane? -. (At the■ tone of . !
; his ■ voice all the group" at the tables "by him starf 
, ;.and stare. .at>him as if they caught his thought„ )v5 '

' Suddenly everyone, realizes ■.that' Hickey was:, insane all
the .time and his,talk about their illusions' was crazy;
: they;.were . just, humoring him':aipngh'. The ■ whole atmosphere,
'heavy since .Hickey arrived,■ lifts, at once to the old-!;: "
time relaxed manner, ' ■ i,;. ! ,; " ' : ' ! * .,.!;'
'-;!;! All' are 'relaxed, that is, except parr it t and

parry, Hickey having'been; thken awhyo' parritt confessed v
his betrayal of his mother in' parry's ear uhtil finally
Larry curses - him'"and tells him, to, jump- off the fire '
escape* in great relief parritt does so and finds' his . ...;!'■;

' . 135 ibid* ,.,p.o .7l6o ' .
• 136 plays, vol.*! II, p* 116* , r :

137 Plays', yolo 111, pv 717o ■



, longed-for- redemption. .While the gang' drinks, to .the time ‘
: -when; they oah- sit nnder the willow trees and drink wine.,
larry waits' for the thud outside^ realizing that-'he’s .

• no. longer oh the grandstand., but another broken bum. , . • .
■ x Hickey had killed- TSvelyn six hours before , .. - - '

. arriving at'Hope!s saloon. uis illusion was that ■ someday
-. he could reform himself and be worthy, of his loved .
■: Hvelyh. ■.. Each, time he failed h had to •ibr awl "hack- to her .,
. in self . torture:, ahd promise' -never'to drink again, and.
she forgave him with' ioye. ’. But her him made
him' hate, himself more for making her '.suffer9.. and :>he -
couldn' t help hating her f or forgiving him- instead of
punishing him.,. / - .; ./ I --- ' vf . i '

.. :': of . ft got so .. every night I»d wind up hiding my ; '
'■ face in•her lap, bawling -and begging her forgiveness... 

.. / - hud, of course, she’d always comfort me. and say, .
X i'-iiever' mind,. Teddy,; T know you won’ t ever again. "
...- Christ,;1 loved her. so, but I began to. bate that

.X . pipe dreamr.: . I began to be afraid I was going
X. . bughouse, because sometimes - T, •couldn’t forgive her 
. for. forgiving me, I even caught' myself hating her 

.. - for, making me hate; mys elf v SC much; There ’ s a limit.
'to the guilt you can feel and the forgiveness and . '1 

■’'; the xprty - you can takeix.. 1;38 ; - % : -f . •’ i-; - - ■ ./ : .
- ; ' . This time, the day before Hope’s birthday, h.e ; '

■ promised he wouldn’ t come, to :BOpefa because he always
got on. a ’’periodical’;' as a result of it.' But as - he •sat x ■
...home in the evening, while she slept, he realized that
he felt more at home in the saloon where he . could laugh .
and joke and tell lies, but be accepted and loved because
he wasn’t guilty before the saloon bums. Even if he does
get drunk, he fells-:'them she • is ■with the Iceman, which
justifies himself. , .'So he comes, into the bedroom to tell

. her. this' is the. end, he’s not going to fight it - any": more,
but has to leave her because he can-never liy-e up to her

138 Ibid. , pp., 714-, 715o
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pipe dream. But he finds her sleeping, and thinks,; 11 Bod,
1 if she'd only heyer wake up, she'd never know!"^"'^ it 
• . is then that he . realises-: the'-hnlyBthing..to- do' is to stop 

\ . her srifferlng:,' ■td:*rid :hifflself:’of ■■ her forgiveness, and 
punish himself=' 'filling himself .would only make her .; :

; suffer.more; leaving and going hack to Rope's would make - 
. her think he didn't love her. But by killing her he knew 
he was also kidlingi-hlfeself jv;;-_and\.he'foreyc'qnfessing.-to.' 

v ' the crowd at:' Rope *s he had;' called 'the - police. Re did .
' feel a great lead lifted after, his.deed,:for she wasn't 
suffering any more, and he wasn't nagged hy the lying - 
pipe dream. Renee came his' theory that hy disillusioning ' . 
.his" friends ;; they would, he happier. But disillusionment 
is death to the'se people,.'f oh .theŷ  -cnly .oh; the'ih.' : ;

; illusions, not reality. v , . ; ■ 1
. . \ : Rickey went through a crisis. As a tragic hero•

■ he was typical but: with a tragic flaw, the Illusion.that 
he could .'reform. Out ' of this flaw' came his fall. /his - ;.

'■ /v7.:gniltv:and; hatred presuiting in- murder and : shicide. 'And ' : t 
his fall, is heroic, for his dreams were intense and' his. /• 
fall great. Ris pipe. dream that he could reform was both 
his virtue that kept him going, and his downfall. ' As • a : - 

■ tragic hero of the play, howeyer, he had already committed 
v ' the action that was his reversal and s elf Rd i s do very . ; .7 ■ ;

before the play b'egan. . Ris suffering had gone on for 
years before he ended it all; all.he waited for now was 

’ his legal punishment'o Though he was a prime. mover for 
the. action of the play, and he brought the iceman fo them,
I cannot call Rickey the malor' tragic ■ herd," since his '' ■ • 7
personal tragedy had taken place before the play itself 

. ■ begins,. .. . - 7 ; • 77' :. . ' T .. . v , : '

139' Ibidv, p,; 715,.
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Don parr it t is eighteen,, "There is e; shifting •
■■ .. defiance and ingratiation < in; his;:: 1 ight-hlue eyes- and an ̂
. irritating' aggressiteness ;in his. manner, "74Q , Tie feels - c.■■ ;;
. . rery gnilty for tipping., off the police ,'and betraying the .
. Movement and his .mother:,' and-' must...punish himself , c;./,;

. - Because his mother ' showed no idve' for him and gave him 
■ no•father (she was a -"free" yo%an), he hated her.in his 
-iealonsy toward the men'.around her, and finally hetrayed'- :-r; 
hero. This hatred is not realized hy .himself .however y '

■ : until he Confesses, to harry:, although, he recognized his 
Tonglng for love % ;t. ' V : '11:'. ■ . 1: - :
; 1, . She used. to. spoil'me and; mad el a pet of me, ' Once If"

fin a . great while, T mean, ' ;iheh she rememhered met l':f 
As if she'-' wanted to make, up If oh; somethingo.. > as if 

. ' she' f elt guilty. 80' she ' must, have loved me a little 9 -
even. if she never let it. interfere with her/: g . - '1

;' ' freedom, "14-1 . - . ' - . : f; - ■ lg, ; c , 'I,
.1 : . 1 1 .: .parritt tries to if ool: himself-and parry, for a t i l
- ' while,; agreeing with harry - that . the Itraitor who tipped ; .;
1' the police off should rot in hell., r-ris one goal' at first
1 : was,' to. get harry to under stand,, him and: support him, put

harry is suspicious of him from the. first, though. he .I, - . 1
dreads the truth, inadvertantly huSo calls parritt -a

:■ "stool .pigeon",.and parrl11:;getsi;very angry, whereupon n ; : ;
, harry' r egards, - him "with an ''uneasy'';:ef presslon - as if he . ■
suddenly .were afraid of M s  .own thoughts, tf742 ' .

; ; ■ when: parritt real.izes: that;:harry. knows the truth , .
he .knows he' must, diey, hut; hash51 thd courage to f ace it

. uhtlll harry ,.sends him,' harry .must ' justify - his suicide f ;
yUs t' as hawinia had t o; -g ustif y- Or in' s g,, to alleviate his ;.

l...:: , gUiit, harry ItriesIto avoid:'it as lohglas possihie, ' 1 -

' ' <140 Ihidh,: p. 585c. ■ ' • . • .
. . . ■ 141 Ibid, ? p, 667c , . . . , ... 'f 1,'. -;,'l'' ''f ;1

. " - 142 jhid,, ph 593s. - ' ' .
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hating parritt for what he did to Roea, but refusing to’ . .
■ enter into life and ,actparri11 knows what harry must

■ ’ ■ Re's been.thinking of me, to'b, Rooky, frying • ;.l
. to figure a way to get out Of helping mei He doesn't- 
want to be bothered understanding. But he does 

- understand all righti He used to love her, too, 
v , go he thinks I ought to take a hop off/the fire ' . .

Pirst parr it t says he ’ be.ti’ayed .them- fô-,, patriotic reasons, 
then for money; then he•tries to.covince"harry.that he 
loved his mother, ,' ■ ; ■■ ' li'l "< / r
' • Finally he breaks, and ' tells the. truth at the - -
same' time that Hickey rhdgitte%% % ..;h’w( Suddenly ;
gives up . and relaxes' limply in his chair— in a low,voice 
in which there is. a strange', exhausted relief) .1, may as
■ well- confess , . harry, . • There 9 s no use lying s.ny more,. . ■ 
you know, anyway,- I didn91 give a. damn about.: the money.
It was because, y hated her, 99 - • •- ''

One can91 - help f e el ing -c on tempt for parr it t with 
his .whining and weak excuses for himself, but at the'. -.
same - time' he is to be pitied that, young as he is, he 
is beyond ’hope and.can only die as his final:struggle . . 
.'against, the unloving<, alien world. In his desperation . : 
he had to needle parry arid make him understand and '■ 
punish him as a father would,. Because he feeds his guilt
■ so greatly, .only death .can satisfy hims ■ , :"; -"' • • .' ;
.. . : :. i suppose you think I ought to have, made those . : •
■ dicks take me away with Hickey, But how could I
,v prove it, harry? They'd think I was nutty. Because

she9 s still alive, you're, the only one who can , 
v,; : under stand . how ..guilty I • am, .'Because, you'.know her ; r .:

and what I've done to her, . you know I'm really much'
V-:gull.tier than, ha: lev you know what I did is a much ■
' . • worse - murder. Because she .is dead and yet she has . .'

■ -  145 Ibid,., p, 701, . r ; JV.;/. " • V -V; .
144. Ibid., p, .716, ’ ' ' - ..
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to live, ?or a while» But slie can’t live long in • 
jhilo She loves freedom too mucho And I can’ t kid '

. myaelf like Rickey, ttiat she $ s at peace«o»» Jesus9 '" ' , Jjarfy, canft you/say something?145' ' ;■
This is the breaking point for farryhe can remain quiet 
and detached no longer» ̂ With face convulsed with, detesta— 
tion, his voice quivering, he sends parritt to his punish
ment and only salvation; ' "Go ! ' Get' the hell out ■ of lif e,
God damn you? 'before 1 choke it out of you! Go up— .! <, <> o 6 . :
Gos, for the love of .Christ, you mad tortured bastard, •
for your own sake ! '  ''Parritt; is profoundly grateful s ' •
Thanks,'■ Tarry, j just want to •be suree 0;v ='J knew you were ■ ' 

the , only One mrfa.o could understand .my side of if „ n
■ 7 fparritt plays thee same roie as Hickey, breaking

Larry down while Hickey breaks 'the •gang down from their ■
illusions = But parritt ■ is successful where Hickey fails. ;..
The gang' returns to their illusions upon, the discovery
that uickey was crazy”| Larry reaches final disillusion- 
menti : " . : . ' ,' . . ' ' ; ' ' / ; "  :■

■ • >v ;7 and Hickey feel that -they are related to .
each other somehow^ Hickey recognized this when he met .1 - ■: / ' ■ -- : V;.: ’ ' ■ ,  -i ̂ o \ ■ ,."-:v .him, asking if he » d met him before.." Speaking of h i m . . , 
to, Larry 'later on, he sayS, : ’’But • I do;know a lot about 
him'iust the' saifle,o: :Ifve ,had hell inside me. I can' spot. ,
it. in others...maybe that * s what gives me the feeling . 
there * a . something .f amiliar . about him,, something between . "
u L " ^  . ■ ' : i ' /  :

■ 720.- h 7 •  ■ 'I'i : 77','. ; '■''77':./;
:.7\;' i #  ibid; ̂': p, 720. ' 7:i v■ - .;7 ;::' 7 /'',7-::v;'7:; ;::'77:.r'_: 7, ;■ 
'' 7 - • 147' Ibid. , pp. 720, 7'21i :' - ', • . - ■ ' ' . -. V ; 7:
■'•'■■T'-'''7- 7 :■ 148 jb id, ̂ .p b ■ 62j 7, y - "'7... ■ ■7:'" ;:77 / 7,77h .'7':') i:'.!'-':::
; V-;77: ;' 7 149 Tbid. p .  6.42. : 7.; ' ■• '7 -7:, 7 ., 7 i '; 7 ■



■: There is: also: .an obvious parallel: 'in their. oon-'-
f esslonso.' When they wonder if Svelyn committed suicide , 
parr it t thinks they . are talking about ‘his! obsession 
his m o t h e r w h e n  Hiekey says ■Ikeiyn was killed, Larry 
repeats it shakenly, „ but •:parritt apniies • it to his ' ovrn. '
■ caseo ■ : All throtigh Hickey9 s::confession parritt inter
rupts to.confess or.defend himself to 'harry« parritt . '
swears his love for his mother.when Hickey does; he -
• burned his' mother * s picture as Hickey tore' his up; they -
confess killing her at the' same time, and say' the' same •TRp. >vk,:":' ' ' ■ ' : ' 1. 'U^r; ■ : . . . ..... .. .words o. . . . ; . : : :
y ; gence, like. Hickey, parritt had his personal ■
tragedy before, the play itself began. Although they .play * "
a major role, fhsy only ..contribute to harry ?:s fall and
to the theme, that disillusionment leads' ..to deatho. ... .
' parritt' 8 ' betrayal destroyed 'his! illusion of .faith in'
the Movement and love, for his mother. . His discovery was
his turn from love to hate, and his suffering was the
great guilt he '.felt throughout the. play, to be punished f •
at harry fs; bid..' '•because parr itt *8 flaw', ofilltis 1 on: ■ ■; f .-f.
• ah out the wovement and: his. mother •brought' oh 'hi'S fall 
before the play began., he is not a major hero.

: harry ,:. sixty, of a slovenly appearance because . . 
he-' "doesn.'t' care" any;,more., considers, himselfdetached ' ' 
and throhgh :■ with 1 if e, . a :nlhil ist.. t while. he. was ‘ in the 
Anarchist 'Movement he fell in love with Rosa Parritt, 
but, she.'wouldn’t give up her free life for his love, so 
lie left both Movement and; tier» . However his love never,
‘ died a,nd'’iit was sll: he- hung :ontC:'.'in :.life, though he.;denied 
such love. ' His-.love for: Rosa, reveals; itself through : ;
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'• Parritt ’ s irritations,, ' Larry tries to convince himself 
' v.' and parritt that lie left the Movement ‘because he; lost _
• ; -faith;in it,.but angrily defends:Rosa‘whenever Parritt
, ; :  .'sneer s:' at iaer's .and.-hates; -parritt for he tray ing - her', , f : 

-givihg him sharp answers and ;contemptuous curses„ . ^
, larry remains' as the undecided hero: ' "I was ■
horn condemned: to ;he:-one. -of.:'those ;Who has to see: all ' ::-

. ; ' sides of a dnestlon«, #hSn, you're damned: like that, the
quest ions multiply for you un t if In the . end it* s all ;

. ;h- ::;P‘ q;ueSfioh:;:and.-;hd',;ahsw mankind,
• ; :"is; afraid to- face life or •death, and tries desperately :

to have. no emotional attachments: ; •
, ■ . All I know is T!m sick" of life'! ■ i«m through!. p ^
I've forgotten myself; I’m'drowned and contented .

■ on the bottom' of a bottle. Fonor or dishonor, faith
or treachefy are, nothing vfp; me ■ but; the' oppoS.ites :

- . of the same ,stupidity which is ruler and king of,.'
■ ' life, and in' the end they rot into!dust in the same;
. grave. All things are; the same meaningless, goke
■ • • ' ■ to me,, for they grin at’ me from the one skull of ;

death. So" go, away. ' vou’re wasting breath. j’ve
forgotten your mother.:' 154 ' '

This he says to parritt "as if ;he were trying, to hammer
something into his'turn Fence-̂ we' see throughout

• 'the play Larry’s conflict of. his true feelings for the •
Movement andRosa, againstv.lie destructive^ nihilistic

: ' . ;! ; /;
Because, of his refusal to act and live, and his; . 

resentment of Parritt'’ s intrusion, he refuses to help ; 
him. ■ Re• ha's only death fe' offer; "I have a strong ! ■ .
hunch • you’ ve' oome'.here 'expecting • something of . me. .I’m.' •

. . warning you,,. . that I’ve nothing left ■to. giveatid ,1 want
.; . to be' lef t aloney'.. "v^ . Later he warns him, "Look out

':• ' ' ' 153' tbld.p.';,^9P.. ‘ ; '
. 1.54 Ibid; ̂ p. 6,49. .• ; ■ - . :'•:•.;■

' 155 ibid., p. 591 ■<.' ' ' ■ ' ' . /
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how you try 'to taunt -me hhok into.'IlfI warn you! I- :
' might, remember the thing' they: call Justice there9 and . V 
.the puni shmeht for— y . Tarry -doesn't want to know .that 
. parritt-was the - traitor, and desperately fights off the / .. 
truth, for if he' knows, he may be forced to acto He. ' •/ : 
gives parritt suspicious glahces ,; then looks • away "as1 ■ : . ' ‘ : ■ ’ ' •' - : icy " •if avoiding spmetbingvhe-does.hpt-wish to.see," When
parritt ■says,. "The Movement'is her life,"; indvit must :
be the, final knockout for her if she knows .1 was the one
who sold-— ", parry snarls "Shut up, damn vou! . ■• •;V ' ;
I But when parr if repeats;.his words to his mother, r
"You .know what you can do with your freedom pipe dream'
now, don't .you,, you; hammed old .bitch!'":, parry pan̂ ..,': - .
suppress!;.his ,feelings .for the .Mdveteht:.and nosa no longer,
"and breaks his, -living-deafh by s.ending parritt to ' suicidef
'Here he realizes that he is no longer on the. grandstand, ■-
nor does he fear death anymore t- : - , - • ' ' ;
. ' Be GrOd>; there ’ s .no hope i. ' ̂'l’ilv never be a  success

. , in ;the: grand stahd-^or anywhere 'else ! life is - too . 
much f or me ! I '11. be a - weak fool 'looking with pity. 
at the two sides of everything - till' the. day 1 die!. '

' ■ (With an intense bitter sincerity).May that day come 
soon! (He pauses startledly, surprised at himself— f 
then with a.sardonic grin) . Be hod, 19m the only■real ‘ 
convert to death Rickey, made here., prom the bottom ■ , 
of. my coward9 s 'heart % mean, that. now! "160

/ larry' hroke "when he saw parritt"1 s ' side™sthat the Movement
was false— and helped parritt by' justifying' his suicldey
His illusion of himself as the detached philosopher is •

f Ibid,.- '.p.> 649. yS't' i ■; "
. v, ' 157 Ibid. 1 pv 5.96.' '' v ' .:: 'vt;

, ' 158 ibid. , po ■ 667o, : - : f ' ' h'f.v ',' -"f '6
' .'h' ;■ 159 Ibido , p. 720. y " -

.160 ibid., pp., 726,, .727o
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. ; ; gone , ' and. he knows he is only another drunken' bum at' the

■ ' ■ bf1 the'heap of ruined lives,, ’ ■ 7 "
' ' ■ ' , Giving parritt the signal to.commit suicide is

; V ' ' Larry' s meaningful action/ nor is it negated by the 
Xt' •. mood of self derision which follows« At this moment 

he becomes the useful, member of society he had long 
refused ;to"beo ' never' again will he help others sus- .

' . tain .their pipe dreams in order to find peace of
X X Wind ;fof, hlms,elf o. v paving finally accepted the
''' X responsibiiity; life :d.emanded , bf' himr?J. he leaves the

: grands tandXf of'ever and accepts-, the pain and exalta- :
■ . ::X • : / ; . tion of living' in the, . pr esent . , X , : x ' ,' , ;

Xf Rickey, .parritt/ and./jjarry. are the, only possible.
- tragio heroes, beenuse they lost their life-giving if .
,f.illusion̂  'and are'd disillusionmentt - ^  -
: gang was disillusioned fort a while, thanks to Hickey,
, but regained their pipe dreams. I con.sider Larry as the

mag or tragic hero .because he is the central character
-.' seeing and understanding the events $. he is present, from ' V 
the,beginning to the very end/ ahd he experiences his 

f reversalX .discovery, and suffering during the play. : -f ,
"XHiokey is- much more active outwardly ,■ but parry8 s , f
inactivity, refusal to enter life, is also an activity, for
there is an inward struggle enough to merit heroic . f

' dignity,: ̂ ^fx-.-X; /r,' .. ; . ; ;  xx'. ,.;' 'xx;-: , ;
"f ■ f, .: 'X , LaffyXs; fLaw is his illusion of detachment,
X XX.which brings -about .his f all , disillusionment, and ulti-1 
- : iate death. - one might' .question, however, his strength , f
Xrv Q.f oharacter:t we find himibeatenXby life- with no desire ::
. .■ t of fight the cosmic or, even human forces, but. only ; •' "Xf;
•f ff wishing.to die.. ’ He is also passive,"a characteristic f '

;.which .juristotle would regect. put when Hickey and 
f f fparf itt .destroy the; dreams, that their vvornen— Evelyn and

posa-'-impose. on them, they can not face reality and seek v

'-X:, ■ X- ff. ' 161 i* 1.̂:; Gfanger / '"Xiiusion- and Reality in ' f ".;,
, v .f '. - ' Eugene 0:fTfeill;, v im>dern Language, yotes, LiXilL .'-f. ff ; (iwar . ' 'i958):,̂  179Xl8bl’;”,,'"'"":’,“̂X""~ tff.f X f . - ; .XX
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death., ; Eari'y9 However9 though he resisted it ? does face 
real'ity "ahd- .takes ̂ the awful' responsibility to act and 
give parrltt his death, signal» . ■ ’ ' 1:

. Hence ianny.® s action toward parritt is the fever 
sal of his intension, which was to perpetuate the illu- 
■ Sipn ̂ bf his de tachment.: ,from, lit#; his discovery is his 
;" disillusionment ; : • "1*11 neverv; he a- success on the : 
grandstand00" The nlay; ends with him sitting apart
from.the,rest with his new realisation while the rest 

1 drink and tease each other about their pipe drearns,'
The probability and inevitability of; parry*s:: ; 

breakdown is seen.when; one examines the struggle between 
parritt1s wish for death'and parry1s wish for detachment 
r'Gfadually parr it tf forces parryvto: know of his betrayal.;; 
and punish; him. ; i , : : ;■..

As. an audience we feel pity for parry for his 
intense.suffering,.and we feel fear for ourselves be- 
■canse. we; .realize . how' easy and:■ common it' is to be under 
illusions.about ourselyes,'and -the agony of disillusibh- 
mento when one lives' on illusionf its alternative, 
disillusionment, is-: deatho. : :

162 plays', vol. Ill, pi 726„
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• ' ' : A Touch of the poet:' /
: .; - \ . :: \ : :(«57) . ; . . .

- A Touch of the poet, as file Iceman Qomethis. ' 
a tragedy of illusions9 in which death is the result 
of disillusionment o V - . ■ , ■  ■
. . con %elody's.father; was an jrish peasant who'

accumulated his fortune through «money lendin® and ' 
squeezin* tenants and. every manner of trickV» . ̂  He 
"bought . an estate and Set ■himself uj). as a gentleman,' and 
•raised con as a gentleman^,.,sehdihg him to school« ; .
neither of them was accepted in society, however, and 
they were only ■sneered at for their pretensionso Then 
Con fought the prench' in Spain, where he gained hohors 
for' his "bravery in the ■ "battle of falavera, which he 
' eelehrat es yearly o t: Ê -t he cause he liked the Spanish 
aristocratic ladies he. got:himself into a duel and 
was discharged from'the army«, n© married nor a, one . ■
• of the peasants of Spain, and their daughter Sara., was 
; horn in. their. castieo whenhe returned from his battles 
he took them t o America - there no. one knew them, and 
bought the estate where the drama takes .place, near 
Boston* But he claims the Yankees swindled him,.. 
teliing- him the'. tavern would he on a stagecoach line, 
which never'appeared*: 'Hence his •business and fortunes
■.■dropped'.until;:̂ e.;.v.find.. ■Mm.;, now. in a run-d own has -been ■"• 
tavern in an .irish 'peasant neighborhoodc

. .■: A Touch of the poet' takes'.;place in twenty-four
hours, and the scehe•is always in the tavern, • it is 
1828» con Melody discovers that this day is the. '

■ •. 163 Eugene: ĉ T̂ ill., ; a Touch of the poetg, . V . ;
’(lew Haven,: 1957),; p«..ITT™ ;
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anniversary of his battle of Taiavera, and luckily his 
friend and •cotisln oregano' who; fought with him in the , 
battley,happens to-'be there. Hence he struts around all 
day as ' Maj or Melody' and. ;Qr 0'orpQral%y,or e.^ as
tie has ' done- all his life, con is a till putting on pre ten— ' 
sions of being an aristocratic gentleman who for the time 
being is without funds,■having been swindled into the 
tavern deal, and' has. tq put .up. with>the Irish barflieso 
The first act is actually a comedy with his strutting 
aroundquoting Byron to. the mirror -(and always getting , 
.caught)? .sneering at the peasants.and their presidential ; 
candidate for the common people ( jackson), and even : ■ •' ■ 
sneering at his. deydteti wife udfa?. who has lost • all her 
beauty: through drudgery®' ; ... rtv ^

■. nis tragedy is brought out through garahowever, 
who is now twenty years old 'and refuses to humor him as 
the others do, but sneers at his pretensions,- speaks iti v 
the.Irish brogue to tease him, and reminds him of his 
. povertyi 'gara has: 1 0' beg 'fdr’hndther: month»s- credit for ;;; 
groceries because. .•Con spent, their money paying 'for feed ': ,
for his fine mare, which is ,his ..tie to aristocracy® .Also, ; 
he hires a bartender instead of. doing the work himself, y 
and takes the.best room rather than renting.it® Bara. • '
, icannot . wderstandhow:necessary con5 s illusion is. to him, . 
.nor can she understand how her mother can be so devoted, 
receiving no affection or apnreciation from Con and 
working herself ,to; deatho But wora lives on the pride , . 
of her love, as Con lives on the illusion, of being '.a>t ' 
gallant gentleman* • If f "" v . ;; - % f ■. f f f  /’ " ' f ;;
■ : v,'in the second act-Deborah Harford,. a refined, .;, .

sensitive aristocratic woman, comes looking for her son 
Simon, who , is ill and .being nursed by. Sara upstairs® , ■

''': l..̂ con,; greatly impressed, by herfdnd not realising who she
is, tries unsuccessfully to please her with his airs. .. f



She goes up to ; see : Simon V he cause he and Sara are in love 
and want to marry, according to his letter to her? and 
she wants, him to delay their marriage to- make sure of 
.his decision* Sara knows none of this and wonders if 1 
Simon .loves her* : Meanwhile' Ooh dress.es in 'his . flashy. • .:. ' 
red uniform to /impress i)ehorah,'hut,hy .the,, time, he 
'appears with great pomp,.she has left*

. in the third act >Tora gives Con a great dinner, ; 
which the barflies attend— at.another table— -and at which 
Con and cregan. go over the battle tactics again* Sara. ...
,Shows .such' 'contempt for her father, .humiliating him - / ■■ '
before his friends,. that when they have left the room, 
he,insults her by reminding her of her.peasant blood as .; 
evident in her large hands.and feet =. • ne suggests that 
she seduce Simon as the only way; . She can catch him, .then 
says she. isn't good enough for him* Sara leaves very / 
hurt and ,,doesn»t. hear his apology, that it was the . : ./
whiskey talking* f : ;•' • :t/-' / /-' ';;
" . '. That evening the'lawyer of ./Simon’s father comes*
Con thinks he wants to arrange a financial settlement 
for their marriage, and/ discovers • that ;.Harfprd wants to .. 
buy them off and *rescW: Simoni- / 'iĥ a vrhge/̂ Con has the ,
'man thrown out and leaves with cregan to get an apology 
or duel from Harford* ' while they are gone, Sara, ' /'
thinking her', father will' d'estrpy■ her last chance with 
Simpng decides ' to:Sedupe.'hitt* i/:/But Me /proposes to her- 
and no seduction is necessary* Meanwhile nora is sick 
worrying ' about. con,: so. much so that when Sara ecstati- 
cally tells about thelf/loye and plans,.realizing what / 
wo'ra means - by pride and self-sacrifice in love, Fora is 
hardly' aware of her words* - . / . - /
. ; . ‘/I /;'■ pinally con , and cf egan .come home, / after/midnight * 
They are/ both/badly .beaten ;up and Con seems to be in :a,: /'; •
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• dead stupor g ■ unaS&.re :of his . f aiziily 6: ?ihiTe Oregan- is' - ' =
telling about,their battle with the •butlers and then the . 
•polloe in• ths street, and Harford; getting them out of ■
jail to avoid scap.dal? con breaks in with, "bravely done,
Maj or;Melodyo««,Cursing like a drunken,,foulmouthed son 
ef a thieving: shebeen keeper who sprang; from' the. filth 
of a peasant .hotels with: pigs oh the floor— with the pale 
Yankee bitoh, .watching from a window, sneering with 
disgust con’s fall is conplete with his ideal
) lady,, peborah, laughing .at' the peasant f ighting the
5polioe# - ^ ' i/':' \ i  ̂ f  V - ■
. - completely broken, Coh goes to the; barn and
shoots his beautiful beloved mare, and seeing that he 
had also shot his :!tea! self^ he , doesn' t .;
bother shooting:himself:>'because: it'd be a mad thing"| f) Rto waste a good bullet, on a corpse ]11 .. accepting him—
/ self: as a peasant no 'belter thah',the harfllee.; in the 
: tavern, vhe: .lapses ytntd :avbroad . Irish brogue ? his face : 
becomes common, and - he.'walks' iike: an ape0 . Sara, 
realizing hpw; what the illusion' meant, is distressed 1,;■ 

/ and Yants him to return to .Major/Melody^ for she was.  ̂• 1 
Secretly.proud of'the true glories and liked the touch 
of a poet in him; but.the Major.is"dead, pora just '

,'revelstin .the 'kiss he gave her .as’ a devoted peasant 
vhusbahdh'■: 'i;:::,'";.:; ' • " . .''t:'

■Coh Melody, like the derelicts in The iceman 
-Cometh, had to have his illusion of himself in order to 
;. liveo ■":■ fhen : the" ten in iceman were: disillusioned,:they 
. wanted to die, to escape even more than before in their 
liquor, because the pain. of realizing that they were ; ■

164 Ibid., p.. 157, v'-
.165 Ibid. , p. 169. ■ /
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4 jreally on . the .>Qttom' and there was no hope was, heyond: '/
• endurance„ gome critics think tha,t . the poet is a rever
sal of O’Neill’s them of the'Iceman: disillusionment •’ ■
meant death in the iceman, hut life in the poet. However:
. this is not true: . one can see "by con’ s desperate refusal 
to see the sneers, his refusal -to. helleve .anything that ,,, 

■ did hot fit his picture -of- himself .as' a grand gentleman,
. and especially hy the pain Caused when Sara cuts the wall 
and reaches his real self, that facing his real lowly 
self would be worse than death for him. And in escaping 

. : his real self, he is continually drinking, as the men - 
in the Ic.eman . did/,.; . .1 \ ' '

., All his (life. Con had to make pretensions because 
of his pride, to raise himself through; exaggeration of\ 
his virtues and through airs in order to respect himself* 
But though his .illusions were necessary, they also.tor-

■ . tured himr ' One torthie waS:(the '̂eternal conflict within , ;
himself of his two selves: the submerged peasant against
the'..ideal aristocrat, or hisJinheritance; aguihst the 
aristocratic elasS' -which he: had seen and partially experi-, 
enced0 : All his 1 if e he.. had , to. ■ withstand. sneers , at his

■ protensions, , and to counterbalance " them he f ought bravely ;.. 
in the battles and was recogniz'e.d, and he conquered the;
; ar is 10 or at i c ■ ladle s of Spain, Only For a shows constant
faith in him,'believing in him, /Sara:does not understand
him until it is too late. Often-she makes painful stabs
at him:': -h- f- '■ :
■ f t 'Saras Father! ; Will, you never let yourself wake '

'. up— not' even now when you ’re' sober nor nearly? ...
. , is: it.:-stark mad .you’ve,(gone, so you can’t tell

any more'what’C .dead .and; a lie., and ,what’s the 
living truth? ( , , . . y : ( : ’ . , (( ,

.- Melody; (His face is convulsed by a spasm of pain
as if Something.vitai had been stabbed in him— ( -
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• ' . . ' V with a dry. .of 'tortured appeal) Sara ! 166 :
' ’ " ■ • AriotiLdr torture- is. his' lonelipeBSo prora reoog-- -
; , nizes., how ’ 1 onely , he.' is; in his struggle with his 'pride» '
: ■ "Sod pity him, he ! s had - to live all' his lif e ■ ,alone in , ,

the hell av pride» standing ;hefore the mirror to
'■admire his still handsome hut dissipated face, he often
quotes Byron,'including, sI stood Among them,• "but not

. . of them, o o or !io, o This is to ' Toe alone— This, this ,

. is Solitude i ■. . '•■'I ' ,
' It is also exhausting to keep up his pretense .. •

continually. After giving orders to the spongers in the:
■■̂■• """'■■harrooHi. to; keep' %uiet, he comes into the tavern room and

1 'sits down:. \ ' ; r " ; :: ; ; ' - • . 'f-.■ ■ ■ ■ ■ v .■ I'.
(At first, he poses to himself, ; striking an ; 

attitude— -a Byronio hero,' noble, embittered,''; dis--' ;
: dainful,"defying, his tragic fate, brooding oyer ;

. . past glories, ■ But he; has no audience and he can— ■ '
; ; not keep it up, pis shoulders sag .and he stares

g’at the table top:, hopelessness land defeat bring—
:. ing a trace.of real tragedy'to his ruined, hand- -

; ; ' some faceo . ■-d 1 ; -■ ' : , ; • : ■
-. • ■ pence, the continual oonfliotpof his two selves,

: the. humiliation of' the: .sneers, , his' loneliness-, and; his 
’ .; exhaustion;from his pretensions.are finally relieved at 
" ; his 'disillusionmehtV' vHi-fs. now ;'free':ta.lovs..his ,wife , . .
' 'without scbrnlhg her peasantry and her hair that smells- 
of ..the kitchen, . ' :

- ■ ' iTever the less, what he has gained in freedom and
, relief-is nothing compared to what he has lost,' True,. -

.t;' y-V v: , ...167 lb i'd., , p i l B l ,  : yv v ;; I l f , ' - '  ... ■ . . 1 . vy "
"•■■'fl"'-; ' ■ , .l68 ibid,:,.: p,y 45, y ■; 1 1 ilv'-.-
; y 1" ' "  169 - ; ■ .̂y i ' yl "
yyv':;' •' 170 ib id - ,p , - ; :  57, r .ly-.;̂ : '■  y .; a, . v
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■ . he-has , found the peace that Hickey' in the ' iceman ' breached'v
about, but this peace is death. After Melody has shot
his horse, he too has died* oregan, horrified at him,

■ ", :y drags:':, him back to the house % ■ "(Melody *s face is 1 ike , :
gray wax, his'body is limp, his feet drag, his eyes seem 
to have no sight« He appears completely possessed by a •

,r • paralyzing, stuporo jri" .. o.on describes killing-his mare •:
:z: : : and it sounds familiar, like ' Hickey1 s description' of his .
- wife:"Evelyn, who implicitely'trusted'him| 'when, he killed
' ' her, he killed himself« - Melody. saysT sadly,: - '
' : . •\,1o e.s the ' look in her eyes, „ywifh' 1 if e . ebbing out
■1 : ■ ,'; .of - them--wondendng:and. sadg. bpt still trustful, not '
' ' reproaching me-T— so.loving me— she-saw, I was dying

with her. ' She understood'. She'forgave me* (He • •
. ■ . : ' ; , starts. to. sob’.’but .wrenches himself out of-it and '

:> ,. . speaks in- broad;. 0 eering brogue. )fl7'2
-He :ihen'biafties" :fhe#esehtlmehtal/wordk- on the. ghost of .
the Major. 1 ■  ̂ k'-k - .

Con has fallen lower than his real self, debasing
' , -everythings about' him; in -order, tq forget the Maior.- • He ;:

■ ■ : ' speaks,"in the broadest brogue, coarse and harsh"; ^
: : "His. exphession changes so that his face loses all its

- remaining distinction and' appears vulgar and common,- - ■■■ " - V. ,. :'r ... ' - - - ■ ' ,• . . . jnA- ' :-. • ' - : with a lacse, .leering;.ghin..on:bls swollen, lipS, "; ; ' . and 
k t ; ; "'His .Qld: sdldierlyy'bearing ls . gone. : ue. slouches and' his'

- . movementS are shambling and clumsy, his big hairy hands
. dangling at his sides.' in his torn, disheveled,, dirt- . .

' - -' stained unif orm, be. looks, like :4 ' .iotiti grinning,, /i 
- . clown. " ' ye decides to join the ruffians in the bar, k-'

' •' - : 171 ibjd. p»: 164°;'1 n' - - I;;-:!,,''- ;

i'l, ' .;173 ibidk, p.; ■ : ■■''I- ; I:
■ 174 .Ibid., p. 167. ■ ; . f 1; '■ \
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'' after makilrg 'fun ef :tbe, Mag or 5s:' ant ice before the mirror,
quoting Byron, in 'his brogue,. then casting him off ° .■

Melody? But to hei'l' wid the dead. be' among '
thim.and ay thim,"'too-'-and make 1 up for the . .

: ibnely dog® s vlife the Major led me,. i
Saras ' (beseechingly^ Bather!: ■Bon'f pat this final.

■ ' shame on yourselfin v'you'̂ efnut'dftmk:, Tourll/
. / > : ‘ bej as1 dead t o ’yourself after” as if you' d shot

/ ■ yourself along with the marel 176 -
Bor- a moment Qoh he comes the Ma j or, 'Wen he : '■

learns, that ■ Sara actually followed- his, suggestion, which
was only to taunt , her,, and seduced Simon. ; the • fact that
she did' it shows that she did not have faith in his V
-mission and ability to, make Simon's father.apologize.
It also lowered Sara,- ■greatly to stoop to ■ such a .trick,-.

; 0on not realizing .that, she really loves Simon. When she
tells him, . , : ; . . . .  ;

. - (the . coarse leer vanishes from his face. It Tbe— ,
comes his old face.- His eyes fix on her in a
threatening .stare.> He speaks siqwly,. with diffi- 
culty keeping his words in' brbgue ) . 1 might have , 
known you'd not take any chance that the auld loon :

: : av: a Major, going out to revengê ' an insult to. you,
. would spoil yOur schemes..- (he, forces a .horrible'. - ;'
h g r i n B y : the living . Sod,/ ft's- me should, be proud 

' , , -. ; this night' that; one av the Yankee gentry has stooped:
to be seduced, by my slut av a daughter f 177 . - ' '

He is about to shoot her for not liying up to his ideals
.as a,Major, when HOra Stops, him and he realizes that he -
. is not the Major and .it doesn't .matter any more.

- The final test IS.when,Sara-makes a last plea.
, for him to return to his old. self, for she is 'greatly ,
dismayed at his 'change^ as it hurts her own. pride.. She. , -
will even give up Simon to. save his pride, his life?

. Sara? 'listen! Forgive.me, Bather r I know it's 
: - / ;: :• ny.- -f ault̂ -alwayS.; sneeringohnd / insulting ' you— .

176 Ibidt, 'pi!7?°' i / ;'
177 Ibid., pp. 171, 172.



V> : ■' .. "but .1; only: meant; the: -lies in^it. - - The. tr-uth— ' '
■ -.' Talavera--the Duke praising.your bravery— an, .
. officer in his army-even the .ladies in. Spain—  : 

■ ; , deep down that5s been' my pride too— that I was ;
■ , : . - your daughter„ .; so; don'» tr-i?ll: do anything you: ' . ask--i ):11 ;even tell 'Simon— that after his /" - .

father.1 s' insult to • you^-l fm too proud to marry 
' ' a Yankee coward1 s son] •
. -Melody (Has been visibly crumbling as tie listens

until he appears to have no .character left In.: %"
.' - - which to hide .anh:defend; himself 0 Re cries
: • ■, ;. •. ; wildly and despairingly, as : if. he saw his last
' ■ ' hope of escape suddenly, cut off) Sara!', nor thelove of (jod, ‘ stcp-^let me go-— . . • . . ,

in order to survive he must forget everything about the 
, ,̂:ip.;gtir.5, ,including thev:irue ■ thingsy: gara s own pride is ■

too much like his and he! slaps; tier playfully to remind 
her not to try to raise the dead* Re returns to his 
. peasant self, and goes into the barc 1 • :

1;.'.. ; Ypra believes;.he ,;ll be his old self tdmprrowh;' ; '
■ ' maybe?' but Sara knows he never wills , 11 He1 s beaten at 

last and- he Wants to' stay beaten.o " The loss of his :
. ;: pride means the loss . of hers too.» .When they.hear con
v ..1- roaring'- in the Yahhfoheerihg- for • Jackson? his . past1 enemy, 

who stood for the common people? 'Rora says? "Did you 
hear him? ;SaraY" .'• Sara1 s face becomes hards "1 heard 

- - ■ someoneo.. lut it wasn^t anyone I ever knew or want to ' 
khow's" ; nora hasn11 any comprehension of what has
happened.? believing that Qon has only changed, roles as 

• '■an; actor; gar a? however? f e els ■ ̂ it; when Riley plays : on..
: ■ V hi e/pipes? she. tries ;to :mo.ck;h' "paith? patch Biley don't 

•, ■. know it but he 1 s playing a requiem for the. dead,, (Tier • ' 
voice trembles) May .the hero of lalayera rest in peace!

' (She.breaks down and sobs? hiding her face oh her . , ,f

178 jbid'o:? /pi 178o
179 Ibido? p» 180.
180 ibido? po 181o
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•/ motlaer »s . shoulderr-̂ lDewilderedly)' But why should I' ory,:. - . ■ ,' - " - ■ , - *1 on ■ '■ •„ • % v ' ; : - , \ -/ gother? . Why do J mourn for - him?yx - - Major - 'Melody yS' h
. dead5, and' ooh' ln liis sudden decline is close hehin# hira»
. ; ; .. In some ways A- Touch of the poet is■ closer to ' 
the ideal Qheeh' tragedy than'Mourning Becomes Slectra.
It observes unity of action, time, and place? which . -
"Aristotle did hot.prescribe, but.which his contemDorarieS' 
observed^/ ahd: it follows a clear-cut pattern of ' : • .
Aristotle's ideal plot, the reversal9 discovery, and
suffering brought on by the hero himself» .Also, .the

i flaw is- not ̂ too. complex, but the Greek hubris (pride), ; . : 
which was the -most' .cdmmon' flaw; recoghiied. .( tin addition, 
•poet takes, place in;the remote past as the preek plavs .

: poet is unified :in action because the. entire play
• centers on the illusion, the reversal, the self-discovery 
. and the fall of one hero, don Melddy». Sara and Simon*s 
love is not a. subplot because gimpn never appears on the, 
stage"and their love and possible marriage is only a . 
means to Goh1s fallo .- the whole play takes place in one; 
room in 'thehtavern;;: asiwe are bhly: told about oon's • 
fight in the street and Safa going upstairs ,to Simon«
The whole action takes place in twenty-four hours, from 

, morning., to early . morning* ,, : '
••■ ■ ■ oon struggled {to retain his 1 ife-giying illusion
■ and self-respec.t all his life until the. plot, reversal, 
the: humiliation ■ of the. fight in the street before his. 
ideal iady.,. Deborah,, • This was f ollowed by his self- .

. • discovery, that, he is not a grand gentleman nor even a 
'maiorbut only a. poor peasant proprietor of /d''fun-down: 
tavern among low—class ifish peasants» .His fall brought

. 181 Ibidc., p0 '182q. . . ' ' : : ;: ■ • '
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him even lower, than he . really was,,.' f or he had to forget.
the true glories of his past and lose what he had . '
acquired in gentlemanly manners9 speech and carriage,. "

•'More'than 'this,;, his fall. crushed' all .his ,self^respeot ,- , 
his pride, ideals,, and the touch of. a poet in him* ■ i. - '
man must aspire to he greater than he is, to transcend
himself to be truly human, and - these things he has lost.
■ " . v/. lach':facet of .oduTs destiny, was brought on by , -.
himself o. . Although a sociological flaw— inequality of' - ... 

. classes— was the root of his father's struggle, it is 
Con'* s . pride in his father’'s'.'material ’ gains and false 
social status which made him rebel against his.peasant 
:herltage ..and"tjulld his 'fatal illusion. This Illusion .ft 
became so vital tb; him that it was unbearable pain to 
face his real'- suppressed' self, as evident in his reac- 
' tions to Sara's taunts. This .is the same pain ■that the '
. d erel i cts in . the ■ iceman 0 ould not face,..... To lose this ,. 
illusion of himself meahs. an agonizing and-lingering 
death. ■ ' t ; . ; , '

yet vfe - must re cognize in Oon a nobility and- . - 
strength that no one. else had, ... The fact;that, he fought 

, the social status he was born in and struggled valiantly 
all his life to convince himself and others' that he was 
an aristocrat, rather than accepting his lot4. proves his 
' strength and. determination to live,.well.■ j-ris emotions, , ' 
desires, his. joy or pain, were even'more intense than his 
family1 s. Tie stood above them all and awed them even : 
when they knew that most of it was. false, and they 
gloried .'in his imagined, gioryo; ' , V; '
: His greatest; her of sm. however, was gâ  dis_ ■
covery that he could no longer have his-illusiOns, With 
tremendous effort and self control he faces the death of 

: his ideal, self, shoots his : mare to make it complete, ; y..
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faces the, great humiliation of his defeat, and assumes .

. the role of .a lowly '-pehsaht ? lower than himself« . - like 
: a :general with his- soldiers falling ahont him,.reaiising 
that' he has lost his battle, he surrenders to the insur
mountable forces with dignity,;. /' ' ' . =
- \1 . We : pitjr him, for his - humiliatihg defeat f or. his

loss: 'ôP his:.ideal self and the touch of the poet in him,
•' Which, is really his soul and life„ and for his greai fall 
: to; a mere peasant ’ s existerice, which he had always 
abhoredo We may fear lest we become the victim of self
illusion, which many people^ actually fall into, '■

Although some 'critics1 such as Falk have called;1. 
the‘play contrived, and melodramailc’o it-is, truly- a ; ■ 
■tragedy and follows the classic pattern quite wdlle



To COWCLlTSIOir

• . It was, the .purpose of this study to determine
how closely G’Weil1’s-four plays, Desire under the Elms, 
Mourning Beoomes Bleptra,'The iceman Pometh9 and A Touch 
•Of the poet, followed the ideal model.of tragedy which . 
'Mistotle described 'in his; poeticso After establlshing
. the' 'possibility of d modern tragedy today, defining the .:
. ...classic . tragedy,' and selecting those, plays :which fit the 
definition most closely, I examined in detail the'fount 
..plays, mentioned aboye, : . ■; •; ;■ . ■ • ' •. ■ , 1 ' '
. •' : These four. plays are not :'only the closest to the

■ Classic - tragedy, but are among 0’we ill ’■ a best works«
•Most Of the later plays:, and also Desire Under, the Elms ' 
and Mourning Becomes1 Slectra,' were yery-, successful on ' 
the' stage: and gained much critical acclaim.

■■ Mourning Becomes Blectrn was most successful as 
a . tragedy, according to the s tage sue cess and cfit leal ' - 
•praise it received» Burns .Mahtle, describes, its reception 
in 19321 "we,will.*.probably re call•it (1931-32) as the 
season pf- Eugene . Qt Weill’.s ̂Bournihg, Becomes Electra.
That was an event in the ; theatre. which inspired- not. only 
the comment of thousands but the use of many, many columns
o f news paper . .spa c e by the drama ' s . cri t ics . in, a, cone entrat ed- ' 1 ISO r"'effort to. do the event justice. " The first performance'
was at 'the Guild Theatre 'October,. 19311

% '' •' ■ • ■ Then, in late October, Eugene O' we ill’s long and
• , Impressiye Mourning Becomes Blectra- startled, the

town and thrilled, the critics: into a release of all
• their" choicestsuper latives». <, <. the. play going ma 3 ority
were for the first time in agreement, as to O’dTeill’s

,. . .rightful standing as. America’ s greatest dramatist.

- i82 Burns' Mantle , Best plays of 1'9'31-1932 ' (New
York, 1932), p. -'31.   . — : l'111 .•■-:̂!;1-p '
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' - The play., with six showings a week, ran for 145'
; perforsian.ee s» 185. / : .

Cllark'said of ,;Blectra, "Mo new .play produced during. my . '; 
years of playgoing•has . received such enthusiastic praise !
as liectrao The New York reviewers .exhausted their super-' « : ■ ' 18& ' ' ' ' 1 ’ ; ■ ' 1 “ • lativeso. o o  ̂ Croswell Bowen said it was the hest play• ■ . .... ■ : -| qc . ■ ■ • ■in the modern theater« Certainly.. 08leill9s skill in r: .:
dramatizing deep emotions and psychological motivations„,
in peopling his plays with memorable figures 9 and‘in theater.
techniquesdeserves much of the success of llectra* But
the fact that :0 5 Hieill made these people- into . real tragic
heroes who destroy themselves by the'if own flaws and ;inspire.'
pity and fear, in the audience also adds immensely to. the '
success of the play0 . ’Joseph Krutch compares Blectra to '•
Shakespeare'8 s tragedies r ' \

•' Once more we have a' great play which does not ' : -
'(mean" anything in the sense that the plays of Ibsen
or Shaw or Galsworthy usually mean something,.but 
one which doesi on the contrary, mean the same thing 

', '.that Oedipus and•Hamlet and Macbeth mean— namely 
that humanVbeings are great and terrible creatures 
-when they are in the grip of-.-great passions, and 
■■that, the spectacle of them is not only absorbing . \
but also and at once horrible and cleansing.**186

■: ■ : Desire under the Elms gained much fame as 'a great . v .
tragedy of elemental passions. It ran a year in new York
and then was . taken over by two road companies o,: It was . .
first produced at the Greenwich Village Theater in Novem
ber- 19242 "its effect' upon the O'Neill crowd was literally 
stunning... "1®7 V» D'.' Baton: said 9 "It is' O' Neill8 s peculiar

183 Ibid., Po 9o i::. y
- ;;h d 84::sclark>.i p. '122: . ■ :; yh: ; ! ' . ' h t ’
- - ! ; . 185 Bowen, p. 220. '. . u y if’, . f '■ ' ''

186 Joseph W. krutch, Nation, Oxxxlll (Nov. 18,
, 195lk;Po 551. . A.y:f' .
, ' % ; :18f Burns Mantle, Best plays of 1924-1925 (Boston,

’•' • 1925), p.8,, .—  . ' /. _



gift9 rare enough in .this age of realism, that, he can' take 
such, a erude ahd elemehtal tale and elevate if - toward tragic 
poetry,o oAt times it rises to poignant and shaking tragic 
force,n : Krutch called it a modern Oedipus, ; Hence r
a great deal of the success of Desire is due to the fact 
that''it presented great tragic heroes who9 in spite of 
their being oommon, rise to su ch grandeur thro ugh their 
intensity of emotions^unquestionable values, sad self ■-sacri
fice , that they are awe-inspiring to the audience»

The iceman Cometh "was an immediate critical and ; 
box-office sensation," \ Oftraiil'a "re-emergence from
retirement with iceman was hailed as an event of first 
importance to the American.theater," J, W, Rogers
said.,. "Yet' the compelling quality of the play is that, .
for all this shockingness, instinctively- we recognize 
and identify fthe Iceman characters'] as only too 
human, O’W©ill said of his play, there are moment#
when, the play "strips the secret soul of a man. stark 
haked—not in cruelty or•moral superiority but with an 
understanding of life and of hims e l f S u c h  moments, . 
he said, were for him "the depths of tragedy with nothing 
more than; can' possibly, be said, ' Thus much pf the 
praise of iceman'is as a tragedy, for its effectiveness 
is derived■from the heroic stature that these derelicts 
have gained through the if suffering and self-awareness,.

188 falter >, Raton, lew York Tribune, May 24?
• 1925, po 10, . . . :...: "

■ 189 Eight Gfeat Tragedies, ,p, 351, - . ; /" -
190 Burns Mantle, Best Riays of 194^-47 (hew

' ' , York, 1947), p, 8, . ; , ,r y . . . . ■' v
; ' 191 Ibid, , p, 402, ' ■ k: ' ' ' . ' ^
' 192 Jo Wo Rogers, Book. Week, October 13, 1946, p,5f

193 -Bowen, p, 266, \
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An audience can' easil.y. identify itself with such a 
tragedy of illusions, for we are often,prey to seff- ; 
illusion onreelveaf . .. . ‘ : : : / ' f

, 1: ’ : • A: Touch of , the poet received 'hoth: favorahie'' and ; 
deprecating ' reviews* yrutoh did' hot think it would add 
much to 05Neill$s reputation*John Beaufort said, ;:

A Touch of the-, poet does not, at first reading,
' ■ appear^to^Belong^ ; frpnt rank jof :q( ill plays*
_ its sordidness and emotional squalor are offset only 
f; ' ',to ,a degree fby ,perceptive, revelation, of the human 
' • condition ;andloonception: pt,;humanVprehiemso . never— .

: theiess, .theicharacfers are;'theatricaiiy’ alive, the 
, plot commands attention, and some of the scenes areintensely dramatic* i9.5;/;/ p. ; •' v''' ’ • V

Poet is not well established as yet because it appeared ’ 
as. late as 1957* l-it- is :'my opinion :however, that' it :wiii,.. ' 
gain the respect that iceman has gained, although it will 
remain in the shadow- of pong Pay’s journey into Might for 
the latter«s biographical interest and realism* ,

: The remaining plays of O'Neill were either mod
estly successful, or if they attracted much attention, V - 
much of it was due- to new techniques, which 0’ Weill: 
introduced * The- Hairy Ape and The Emperor Jones were 
popular;as expressionistic. plays * Clark said that-Jones 
established 0 ’we-ill in 1920 as a. regular dramatist, but 
"it is not so,fine a play as pesire under the Elms -or 
Mourning becomes B i e c f r a o Jones attracted curious 
people for its effects such as the tom-tom and miragesj 
and because it .had famous actors such as Charles Gilpin 
and: paul Robeson*. The Creat god Brown, too, attracted 
attention , f or 'its use - of masks and its -mystic, atmosphere*'

- -194' J» W° ' .Krutch, Mew- York- Times, Sept* 22,
1957, p. 1* ; - ;■ -' -
' , 195, John Beaufort,' .Chris tian Sc 1 enc e Monitor,...

h, vgept o 19,. 1957 , p°' 7», : t'h' ■ 7 ' " ;  . /
7 196 . ciark, ' ■" -.
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Strangf ini?erXtide was very successful, even winning ■ v 
'OUfelll- -a pulltaer: prize.;, iDut muc:h' ,o£ its success was. ' 
due -to his new and Startling technique of using, solil-' 
oquies and.asidess'in•which the characters freeze for' 
a moment0 gtrahge .phteriude' was also somewhat shocking, 
as desire iihder the . Elms was , in having such an adulter- 
• ous woman as heroine who not' only has : her way9 "but 
remains unpunishedo - woon for the yisbegotten has 
received many ■ favorable- reviews * "but was -a failure on 
stage, according to Mantle o' pong i)ay8.s journey Into 
Wight gained much interest and praise for its realism 
and; hiographical elements l yit iaceiyed'the, ;i\jew york 
Drama critics circle Award for the year 1956-57 = But 
. Co Ed;ld said it ‘ "fails to arouse, as' a tragedy should, 
admiration 1 and terrorj 'all one can feel for them;is ■

.: ,' • .' Desire 'ipider the llms ,. Mourning Becomes Bleotra^
jhe iceman pometh, and - a Touch of the poet, are certainly 
among the "best plays j if .not the- most effective of,.
0 8 #0111= pot only were they s tage successes $ hut they 
received the greatest, 'eritical aoclalm= A great deal . v 
of the praise'of these plays is based on the fact that 
•they demonstrate that human.;beings are great and terrible 
in the grip; of strong passions, that they present in 
theif.struggle with their destiny a heroism which : ■
ennobles the. .specie s" of ;]ip,ne . : ‘ .■ ' , • " " "
V Mueh of ' the success of these four plays is due

to the fact that 08#oill-used some of Aristotle8s pre
cepts which help make them great tragedies =, There are

197 :Burns Mantle, Best plays; of 1956-1957 
yorky 1957)9 ■ p» -r— -  ̂ . ,;:., - ,9

198 C» Rolo, Atlantic, CICCVII (March 1, 1956) 5
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;;AiCi9.tdtel,iaB. eleaein"fc;s in all of his..later plays,, one 
'■ can see a clearncnt reversalg discovery, and- suffering*. ; 
in A Touch of the.poet, his: last full-length play 
publishedo :• 0’Neill observed, the unities .of time 9 place ? 
and action, . which are not. necessary but- definitely add * 

:: tp ftjhe: sense tof. ̂  in his ' Ic eman OoraethA Touch of 
the' poet, vo on f or ' the Mis begotten, and pong Day8 s :":y-p ; :.:' 
journey:into Might« iceman takes .two days, the others 
one.days they all take place in one room or just but— . 
side it; and the .action Of each is centered around", one . ' 
themeo in contrast, gledtra, written back in 1931,1..': V;’ : 
takes over, a . year and the; boenbs-,alt.ernate between " but- y 
side and inside the houseand once" it is at • Brantrs: ''' 
bbat" at the wharf, pesire, written in 1924,- also takes " 
over a/'year, .and -the. "scenes are in various rooms in the 
.housec : Blectra and Desire lack the sense of wholeness'
• and .a definite' beginning,, middle, and end, which loeman • 
and poet have 3 ' But they .have enough in great heroes' 
and nlot to compensate" for this lack, hence we find 
that as 0 'Feill gained in experience in playwriting,
he either consciously or. unconsciously .f ollowed, some 
of Aristptlei8- preoept8:. .which added to. the. success of / 
the playso '

l In conclusion, those; plays, in'Which, 01 nelll used ■
■ some, of Aristotlejs suggestions were usually, more suc
cessful, not just.because.he used' them, but because a . ■

; great'herb:who falls through.his own flaws, who experi- ;
• ences a reversal, discovery, and-suffering,is more ■ .: . 
impressive and meaningful to an audience. Of course , - 
any play which follows.the.model to tragedy exactly will 
not be successful.; it takes the genius, of a man like • - 
O'Be ill to ■ transform ;it into .something, great".. Maxwell 1,:
. Anderson also .■ us ed.: many. ofAristotle: rs:: the or i es,., of.^, ■: :: ■ 
drama and had much success-with his,tragedies, such.as. f



: Vint.ereet;- : . , V - ", - ;  ̂r :
■ ■ ■: 1 Since . thfe classic tragedy seems to "be most •
sn'ccessful ■ more than ah irreconcilable tragedy huch as
Anna Christie, or one such as Xiong Bay’s Journey into
' Wight-? in which there are no heroes; who experience a
self-dis o oyery an.d f all 9 then we may conclude . that , ‘e-
:Aristptie ’s. precepts are still gtiite' yalld today and
deserve serious consideration by any-dramatist who'wants
.to write a- great tragedy 0 0s We ill has-'demonstrated
through-his j)esire Under the, hlms, yournlhg Becomes •
Blectra, The ideman Qometh9 and A' Touch of the poet, .
that tor him at• least',, he writes most effectively when .
he follows the model of, tragody."'WiSh<^ out- ̂
lineso Walk said,, "o''Eeill.' greatest tragedies are '.
those in which the. protagohist: -is bf Ought. to his knees

.by fata, unredeemed by any revelation except that
recoghitioh of 'hid /dwrh respohs lb ill ty Which, follows as : -' ' iqqa logical consequence of the 'actlon« " ' - h!i!|yer8. adds, ■ . 
. ,rEugene - oiHeill' is more gifted vwith tragic insight than 
: any’ 'other ■modern:̂ writero William MoOollom reports
that yrutch:. beiieves O’Weill to be one of the rare - few :
: who can write; great tragediaeg V - . " ■'; V , ; ;

■ • . : r,6'’Weill isv almost.valone among modern dramatic '
: ; : ■•writers; in possessing what appears to be an ins tine

tive perception of what a modern tragedy would have 
; q - , to b e n His plays, the critic "added, "dp - not . seek

fhe support:;'of .a poetic faith in any of the con— f
. •.oeptions which served the classical dramatists 
- ' ' - but" are no longer valid for..; us „ " And Mr« yrutch

- -implied that O’Weill approached the great tragedy

199 - lalkf pp0 197, 198 
-200 S'lyers,' p, ; 160 7 -



of the. past despite. ;hig - acceptaride of . that;  ̂ ..
' .  'natuhaltit.io. 'p a : well^ihformed■' ' modern must aGkhgwledge. '  - ' % -'

• ■ . ' Krutoh 'then„. cSheurs; with , this, thesis- .the-1 . '
O'Fe.tll achieved what at one. ttme; "deemedit0 :the 'Critic

: ''an(,impose -1o\#rite 'c'i#8hic. tragedies-tcompahahle :
to .'the great gheek tragedies ̂ hased on modern -Vaineso
O’He ill had, this ideal of writing great tragedieB-very
early:;iri -his career, as his words may he recalled at
•the:" heg'lhhihg -of ; thiBisthdy«i-Ivi ■_ - ... e,",' t-:v;.

: V; ; 0> o And my proud conviction is that this (tragedy 
; of Fan) is the only suh ject worth writing: ahout 

and that it is ..possible— -or can he— to develop a 
' ' ; ■ tragic ekpression: in terms. o:f transf 1 gured..modern

/ 'yalues : and. symhcls:̂ ::! which; may, to. : "
' ’ ■ - some degree bring home to members of the modern - y
: Vi' aiidience their ennobling identity with the tragicv'/ figures on, the stages2Q2 V ; . . \
k.pparently , ;Q) ]ieill ;h&s :reached much success, toward this 
'ambitiousigoal - in ,his creative work.

. 201 William HcOollom, Tragedy (wew York, 1957)>
p, 232. . . - ' ;
'' 202 Quinn9 Yoli. liv p.: 199= - . • > ' ■
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